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ADULT EDUCATION I N THE NEGRO DEPARTMENTS OF 
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE IN OKIAHOMA 
CHAPTER I 
I NTRODUCTION / 
Since the enactment of the Smith-Hughes Act in 1917, there has been 
a continuous grow1.ng number of Vocational Agriculture departments in 
Oklahoma. At the beginning of the school year of 1951 there were estab-
lished a total of 349 departments distributed in each of the 77 counties 
of the state. Of this number 28 departments are located in separate high 
schools in 19 counties . 
The Smith-Hughes Act charges each department of Vocational Agricul-
ture 'Wi.th the responsibility of organizing and conducting adult education 
programs in agriculture as well as providing instruction to boys enrolled 
in high school. The law1 states in part that : 
Such education shall be of less than college grade and be de-
signed to meet the needs of persons over fourteen years of age 
who have entered upon or who are preparing to enter upon the 
work of the farm or of the farm home . 
"The primary aim of Vocational Education in agriculture is to train 
present and prospective farmers for proficiency in farming" 2. It is not 
proposed that efficiency in farming can be achieved only through the train-
ing of boys in school. This goal can only be obtained through training of 
1E1mer Davis, Laws relating to Vocational Education and Agriculture 
Extension Work, P• • 
2 Glen Charles Cook, Handbook On Teaching Vocational Agriculture, p. 6. 
tho.se preparing for farming and of those already engaged in it. 
Statement of the Problem. This study is concerned primarily with 
ascertaining the status of Adult Education programs in Ne o departments 
of Vocational Agriculture in Oklahama and discovering the difficulties 
and problems that these teachers of Vocational Agriculture have in their 
adult educational programs. 
-
Purposes for ~ Study. The main purpose of the study is to ascer-
tain the status of adult education programs in Negro departments of Vocat-
ional Agriculture in Oklahoma. In addition, the investigation proposes 
to accomplish the following secondary purposes: 
1 . To determine the nature and scope of adult education programs 
in Negro Departments of Vocational Agriculture in Oklahoma. 
2. To discover the methdds and practices used in organizing the 
adult education programs. 
3. To discover the methods and practices used in conducting these 
programs. 
4. To ascertain the problems and difficulties encountered by the 
teachers of vocational agriculture in organizing and conducting 
the adult education programs. 
S. To make suggestions that may be helpful in improving the adult 
education programs in these departments . 
Value of the Study. This study should prove. valuable in the follow-
ing ways: 
1. The value and experience that it gives the writer in collecting, 
organizing and presenting data. 
2. The opportunity that the study offered the writer to learn 11first 
hand1t from t hose in the ork, the difficulties and problems they 
2 
face and how these problems are being met. 
3. The experience, knowledge and methods used by one person usually 
prove helpful to others interested in the same line of work. 
3 
Thus, it is hoped that the findings of this report will be benefi-
cial to teachers and supervisors of vocational agriculture in 
ma.king the programs of adult education more effective . 
Basic Assumptions Underlying ~ Study. This study assumes that an 
adult education program in agriculture, designed to promote arxi improve 
the effectiveness of farming, should begin with an investigation of the 
experiences and judgments of teachers of vocational agriculture who are 
conducting such programs . The opinions of these teachers, growing out of 
8IJY years of experience, should be of considerable value. 
Further assumptions are: 
1. The improvement of adult education programs in agriculture will 
lead to better farming methods being used by the farmers . 
2 . n effective program of adult education in agriculture will help 
stabalize a larger percentage of the farm population. 
J . Adult education programs in agriculture, if they are to be effect-
ive, must be based upon the needs demanded by the local situation. 
4. The demands made of the teachers time and effort in conducting 
successful programs of adult education necessitates the develop-
ment of the ost effective methods and techniques possible . 
5. Vocational agriculture cannot be a vital force in the community 
or contribute its full share to community life without concern-
ing itself with the total program of vocational agriculture of 
which adult education is a very essential part. 
Scope ~ Limitations of the stuey. The local teacher of vocational 
4 
agriculture is the key person in the organization and conducting programs 
of adult education under the Smith-Hughes act. With this in mind the study 
was primarily concerned with the part that the teacher plays in organizing 
and conducting such programs. No attempt was made to evaluate the effect-
iveness of the programs, but rather to report the practices used and the 
problems found as they exist. 
As the title implies, the study was concerned only with adult educat-
ion ork as conducted in the Negro departments of vocational agriculture 
in Oklahoma. 
This study is concerned w.ith the programs of adult education as con-
ducted in Oklahoma during the school years 1949-50 and 19.50-51. Twenty-
six. of the twenty-eight Negro departments in the State are included. In 
. 
the case of one of these departments, a one year study was made, this was, 
necessary because the department had only been established. for one year. 
Two departments were not included in the study. One of these could 
not be contacted. The other department had a recent change of instruct-
ors and the present instructor had not yet had the opportunity of complet-
ing his adult education program at the time the survey was made. 
The~ of Adult Education In Agriculture . Farmers in evexy com-
munity have problems confronting them. They realize their needs and take 
advantage of every opportunity of getting together in an organized way to 
discuss these problems. This as clearly demonstrated men, during the 
last war, 4,500,000 persons enrolled 1n special courses for rural adults . 
These were in addition to 936,018 that were enrolled in the regular adult 
education classes in departments of vocational agriculture. 3 
3Ibid, P• 6.54. 
Education is a continuous life long process . It is stated that a 
true system of education registers men at the cradle and graduates him at 
the grave . This is perhaps more true in the business of farming than in 
8.I:\Y other vocation. 
The needs of the farmer are increasing with each passing year. Com-
petition in farming, -- competition for the available lam, labor and cap-
ital forces the present day farmer into the necessity of having readily 
available scientific information, the use of modern farming devices and 
putting into operation marzy- approved practices on his farm. 
Farming is highly mechanized and as a result farmers need more train-
ing in the operation and preventative maintenance of farm machinery. Farm 
labor can scarcely be secured at 8.I:\Y reasonable wage, thus, assistance i 
needed in the construction of maey labor saving devices as well as in the 
reorganization of the farming program. so as to cut labor requirements to 
a minimum. 
Many problems in crop, livestock production and marketing confronts; 
the farmer. Economical production must of mcessity receive greater em-
phasis than simp]JT increased production. This alone will require the de-
velopment of many skills and the lmowledge of many efficiency factors. 
In addition to these problems, the farmer has to continua~ adjust hia 
farming program to meet ever changing world conditions . 
In many communities, courses in the planning, production and process-
ing of food for the farm family are urgently needed. · 
The teacher of vocational agricultlll'e faces the tremendous challenge 
of meeting in a practical WfJ3" the needs of those who have entered upon and 
are entering upon the work of the farm. It is of much concern of all who 
are interested in the welfare of rural people to devise a program of adult 
edueation that will serve the needs of the farmer so he can favorably 
cope rl.th the many forces that are brought to bear on all who till the 
soi1. 
Others, too, are becoming interested in the program. Nichols4 
states: 
Another factor which is causing increased interest in the 
program is the trend among school administrators and other 
educators toward su.porting the com11.unity-centered school. 
The philoso9by under~ng this type of school has had the 
support of vocational agriculture leaders for many years . 
The fact that it is now receiving support .from leaders in 
the field of general education is wholesome. This should 
add momentum to the growth of the young farmer and adult 
farmer programs. 
Adult education in agriculture is much broader in scope and much 
re significant than is generally realized. It should not only concern 
itself with the economic aspect of farming but should consider the indi-
vidual and how well he is fitted for complete living in his community. 
Dunkelberger.5 in this light states that: 
All education has as its aim the develo ent of the indi-
vidual in such a manner as to better enable him to solve 
the problems, social and economic, which he may meet in 
life; and thereby, prepare him for a complete living and 
useful citizenship in our democratic society. It should 
bring about changes within the individual through the 
development of desirable attitudes, appreciations, under-
standings, abilities, ideals, habits and character format-
ion in order to attain this aim. 
Definition of Terms. Adult education in agriculture is composed of 
two distinct but close~ related parts; name~, Adult Farmer courses and 
Young Farmer courses. It is therefore necessary in the outset to dis-
tinguish between them. 
huark Nichols, The Young Farmer Program, pp. 11-12. 
5paul c. Dunkelberger, 11Values of Adult Farmer Classes", The Agricul-
tural Education Magazine, Vol. 23, PP • lSO, January 19.51. 
6 
Cooit6 defines adult farmer courses as: 
Classes in vocational agriculture ma.de up of farmers enrolled 
in an intensive course of systematic instruction on practical 
farm problems and activities conducted by departments of vo-
cational agriculture. These courses are organized for persons 
who have entered upon the ork of' the farm, and in which the 
enrollees carry on farming activities involving the use of 
approved practices related to the course of instruction and 
under the supervision of the teacher of vocational agriculture. 
Hammonds7 states: 
An adult farmer course in vocational agriculture consists 
of classwork ani supervision on the farm of practices and 
improvements discussed with farmers in class . 
In the Oklahoma state Plans for Vocational Education8, the .following 
quotation is found: 
Adult farmer classes are established ard maintained under 
public control for the purpose of giving to adult persons 
interested in, or engaged in, agricultural pursuits, in-
formation and assistance pertaining to the occupation of 
farming . The classes are dei3igned to meet the needs of 
(a) individual in ana.zyzing am. solving economic problems 
arising outside the farm., (b) to give farmers assistance 
in solving technical problems pretaining to different 
farm enterprises, and ( c} to promote ard develop a long-
time agricultural improvement program including soil con-
servation, improved marketing methods, community building 
enterprises, etc •• • •••• • 
It further states that: 
These classes IIlB3' meet at any time convenient to the 
members and the teacher for periods of not less than 
90 minutes and not less than 15-clock hours during the 
year. 
Young Farmer Classes constitute a cormecting link between boys in 
school and the adult farmer. Many of these young men are too old to want 
to go to high school and are not mature enough to associate themselves, 
6cook, op. cit. , p. 651. 
1carsie Hammonds, Teaching Agriculture, p. 269. 
8oklahoma State Plans~ Vocational Education, 1947-1952, pp. 48-49. 
7 
with t,he adult farmsr group. For the most, pro·t young farmers interest 
those between the ages of' 16 a.."ld 25 years of age and are interested in 
farming as a vocation. Cook9 states that: 
Young farm.er classes are ma.de up of out-of ... school young 
farraers usually 16-25.year·s of age enrolled in an in-
tensive course of instruction in agriculture cond:uc.t,ed 
by departments of vocational agriculture. 'l'hese courses 
a.re orga,.7l.ized for interested young farmers who conduct a 
f a.rming prog,Tam rela:ted to the course of instruction under 
the supervision of the teacher. 
Ham.monds10 describes young farmer programs in the following manner: 
The young farmer program provides instruction on a part-
time basis for your,r; :men approximately 16-25 yeru.~s old 
who are establishing themselves in farming occupations, 
after they graduate .from high school or drop out of school. 
The Oklahoma Sta:te Plans for Vocational Educationll in referring 
to young farm.er classes states: 
Young farmer classes :ma:y be organized in the public secondary 
schools in Oltlahoma. Such schools or classes shall be for 
boys over 14 years of age who are interested in getting estab-
lished in farming and are not regularly enrolled in the all-day 
schools. These classes m.eet at any tin1e convenient to both st,u-
dents an:l teacher for periods of not less than 90 consecutive 
:ninutes, 15 or more tim.es per year. 
In Oklahoma, it is the general practice not to lilrit the enrollment, 
in Young Farmer Classes to young men only but include young women of the 
sa!!le age group as 1vell. Often such enrollment is largely 111ade up of 
youn3 married couples. 
In the past, You."lg Farm.er classes have been referred to as in-
struction for "Out-Of-School Youthn and/or ttpa:ct-Time Classes.n 
9cook, op.~., P• 613. 
10, d . t 21." Hammon s, op. ~·, P• '+'• 
11okla.homa. State Plans li'or Vocational Education, ~· cit., pp. 46-47. 
8 
Approved practices are those tifarm pract,iccs which have been tested 
by agricultural experiment stations and/or farm.:ers and are accepted as 
being of superior rae.ritn •12 
Organized instruction shall be used to refer to systematic instruct-
ion designed to meet the needs oft.he farmer. It shall include a combin-
ation of group instruction and individual on-farm instruction. 
Organization of' the Study. In Chapter I the problem has bean stated, 
the purposes and. value of the study set forth, bas.:tc assun1ptions were made, 
the scope and limitat:lons were cited, the need of Adult Education in agri-
culture was discussed and definitions given. Chapter II tells of the de-
velopm.ent of education in agriculture a..'1:d presents a SltmrllB.X".f of research 
in this field. Chapter III presents the questionnaire, shows the locat-
ion of the departments of agriculture and the centers of adult education 
included in the study. Chapter IV offers an analysis of t,he data as re-
ported °b'J the teachers of vocational agriculture. Chapter V concerns the 
recoIB.t11endations and the sumraary of the report. 
12cook, op. cit., P• 357. · 
9 
CHAPI'ER Il 
DEVEWPMENT OF EDUCATION IN AGRICULTURE 
Education in Agriculture ~ ~ Q.!.<! v.rorld. Farmers down through the 
ages have sought the label of being a good farmer . The farmers of ancient 
Rome realized this and good farming was regarded as 'the highest of accom-
plishments 1 .1 
Formal education in agriculture is not new. Sporodically throughout 
history it has been used. Roman authors compiled literature on farming in 
order that the farmers of that time might profit from wider experiences. 
Cato, VB.ITO and Pliny drew upon the experience of farmers and put them into 
writing. These authors consistently urged that farmers experiment further 
and that practices be adopted to individual needs . 
The Greeks and Carthagians, too, gave attention to its farmers . The 
Monastic Orders of the Middle Ages preserved the teachings of the Romans 
and developed new tecbnic, particularly in agriculture engineering . Farm-
ers in the Renaissance and Elizabethan Periods often received formal in-
struction. The English developed and formally extended knOl! ledge of the 
art and technology of production from the soil during the seventeenth, 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries . 2 
Education in Agriculture ~ America. The first farmers in America en-
countered obstacles and many risks. They had to conquer the wilderness, 
substain attacks from the Indians and wild beasts upon themselves and t heir 
1iI. H. Bennett, Soil Conservation, p. 32. 
Zrheodore H. Eaton, Vocational Education in Farming, p. 21. 
livestock. they had great difficulty in obtaining seeds, livestock and 
implements. These early farmers ,vere forced to use the crudest methods of 
farming, Often scratching the surface vdth crude homemade plows, their 
corn and tobacco sometimes cultivated With improvised wooden hoes. Their 
crops were often of necessity harvested in a. careless manner and were used 
wastefully. Fields were cultivated until worn out., then additional land 
cleared and often the same waste.f'ul. practices continued. As long as land 
was plentiful little attention was paid to the conservation of the soil. 
This natural resource, the soil., was so abundant in this New Country that 
more than a centur.r elapsed before farmers began to realize that there was 
a limit to its productiveness. 
It \7as quite natural that under these conditions progress in agricul-
ture was very slow during the first 100 years of settlement. It was not 
until near the close of the eighteenth century that men tilling the soil 
began to consider the discoveries of science and applications which would 
result in benefits to agriculture. George 1i'Jashington was perhaps the best 
technically trained man of his d.V and was especially interested in EWery-
thing pretaining to the improvement and advancement of agriculture. 
ll 
The first society for t.h.e promotion of agriculture in t.he United States 
was organized at Philadelphia on March l, 1785. On July l of the same yeBJ: 
George T:Jashington and Benjamin Fx'anklin were elected members. South Caro-
lina. also ,founded a society in 1785 and proposed am.ong other things the 
establishment oI an experimental fa.rm. A .society for the promotion of agri-
culture in New York was founded in 1792 and in 1797 started its publication 
of bulletins. Later in 1809, the Columbian Agricultural Society which was 
·[~ . 
organized by citizens of Maryland, Virginia e.nd the District of Colu..mbia, 
spent many years actively engaged in the work of educating .farmers through 
12 
the work of the :societies aru:l. through county fairs) 
F1~om this early beginning agricultural societies have been developed 
throughout the nation and. have been very helpful in disseminating valuable 
information to farmers with regard to new crops, implements, stock arid the 
improvement of agriculture in general. 
Beginning of~ United State Department of Agricultm·e. In 1817, the 
Berkshire Agricultural Society of Massachusetts presented to con1t,Tess a 
:memorial asking for the establishment of a National Board of A.griculture 
as had been originally suggested by President Washington. This Vias the 
first organized mcnrement for the establishment of an agricul tura.l agency 
as a part of the Federal GOV'eI'Th11ent. 
The United states Department of Agriculture grew out of the recommen-
dation of President Washington but more im..mediately out of seed distribution 
through the Department of State during the Presidency of John Quincy Adams. 
The Patent Office, who distributed the seeds, was first in the hands of the 
Depart111ent of State. Later in 1836 the Patent off:i.ce ·was made a separate 
department. One of th~ many duties of this office was to distribute seeds 
to far.mers.4 
The Act of May 15, 1862 did not establish an iudependent department 
of agriculture, but it did indicate a chief office as the Commissioner 0-£ 
Agriculture. It was not until 1889 that the Department of Agricu.l ture be-
cac11e ru.1. independent department an:i rated as a member of' the President's 
Cabinet. The duties of the Department, of Agriculture were: 
3u. s. Office of Education, Ristox:y o.f .Agricultural Education of Less 
than College Grade~ the United states, pp. 2-J. - -
4rbid, P• 4. 
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n1,o acqiti.re and diffuse ainong the people of t.he United states 
useful information on subjects eonnected with agriculture., 
i.n the most general and comprehensive sense of the word., and 
to procure and pro~agate among the people, neyr a..11.d valuable 
seeds and plants.n~ 
The First Agricultural Colleges. As the cau.ntry dcireloped, the demand 
for scientific and technical educa:t.ion grffi'f. Justin s. Morrill, often. term.-
ed, •the father of Agricultural Collegos•., was la:cge:cy,- responsible for the 
esta.blisb.,."lent of colleges of agriculture. Ii(J fought for the de,relopraent of 
his idea .fol' a period of 1110:re than thirty years. His first bill was in-
troduced to Congress in 1857. 'I'wo successive bills were introduced 17.f hllt 
before such legislation Tias passed by Cont:;TEms and apprmred by President 
Lincol."l in 1862. 1rhis bill authorized the estsblishment of Agric11.ltural 
Colleges in all States. Separato instit,utions for Negro students were 
establi3hed in accordance with the Act of 1890 in eic;ht Southern states.6 
.A.g:ricult1i.re ~ the Comm.on Schools. The years between 1890 and 1917 
saw a steady increase in demand for all types of agricultural education. 1 
At a meeting o.f the Association of Agriculture Lt:i.nd-Grmrt Colleges 
in 1909, the chairm.a.11 of the committee on instruction L"l agriculture re-
viewed the status of agricultural education in secondary schools a.'1.d sug-
gested Ylf\YS in which such education could be developed within the existing 
educational system.. He concluded in part that: 
11zhc standard agricultural courses, 11hether in high schools or 
special schools should not be narrow vocationally, but s}1ould 
aim to fit the pupils f o:r life as progressive., br·oad m..i.ndcd and 
intelligent men and women, ·Citizens and homemakers, as well as 
farruers a.:rn:l horticulturists. u8 
5.rbid, PP• 4-S. 
,,. 
0 toc. cit. 
7ItJe. cit. 
8 Ibid, P• 6. 
The general views expressed in this review were adopted by a formal vote 
of the convention. 
Later i11 1916 this committee made a study of' the relations of the agri-
cultural colleges t.o the high schools in which agriculture was taught. J;'~ 
report was made on the basis of information from 2,200 high schools. Ninety--
seven percent of these schools were teaching agriculture. It was fau:nd that 
a.,,.crricultural colleges were allowing entrance credit from one-half to four 
units in this subje:?ct.9 
By this time agricultural education was £'or.ming a permanent part 0£ 
the public schools and on Februa...vy 23, 1917, the Smith-Hughes Act became 
law. This .A.ct provided fede;r'al funds to he supplemented by state funds for 
salaries of supervisors, directors and teachers of vocational education in 
the public secondary schools throughout the Nation. 
Establishment of Langsto~ University. The first school of higher educa-
tlon in OklaJ1ona for Negro youths was Langston University. It was founded 
in 1897 by an ,:\ct of the Territorial Legislature and under the provision of 
the Federal Act of 1890. It was named The Colored Agric-ul tural & Normal 
University vihich was later changed to the name of Lt.1.ngston Uru-.rersity. The 
courses in agriculttu·e were not designated as of college level. Emphasis 
was placed on practical application arid all students were required to take 
some agriculture. The 1902 catalog stated that all students taking agri-
culture were required to average nine hours per week.11 
9Ibid, P• 7. 
lOtoc. cit. 
llrbid, p. 375. 
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Agricultural Education in Separate Schools _£f Oklahoma. The teaching 
of agriculture in the Separate high schools of the State began about 1917. 
The High School at Boley is said to have been the first liegro school to 
have organized and taught a course in ag;riculture. The course was develop-
ed by and was under the direction of F'. p. 1. Kennerson, Teacher, ands. L. 
Hargrove, Superintendent. Other courses ·were soon or·ga.'1ized and taught at 
:Muskogee and Guthrie.12 
The development of programs of vocational agriculture in the separate 
schools of Oklahoma. began in 1919. All of the Negro departments which were 
founded in the ear 1y years of the progra.n1 with t,l-ie exceptions of Boley .and 
Luther have had to be abandoned. This abandonment was genera3:zy due to a 
small and often declining Wegro fa.rm population in ma...•1.y of these ear~" estab-
lished centers. The Negro departments are now principally located in the 
central, eastern and southeastern portions of the state, twenty-four of the 
twenty-eight departments being located in these sections. 
TABLE NO. I. THE NUMBER OF NEGRO VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE 
DEPARTMKNTS BY T~ SINCE 1917 
--- Number of NmnEer of . . . . 
Yea:c Departments Year Departments 
1917-18 0 1935-36 23 
1918-1.9 0 1936-37 25 
1919-20 2 1937-38 27 
1920-21 2 1938-39 27 
1921-22 5 1939-40 25 
1922-23 10 1940-41. 2, 
1923-24 10 1941-42 25 
1924-25 10 1942-43 2.2 
192.5-26 12 1943-44 24 
1926-27 ll 1944-45 23 
1927-28 16 194.5-46 22 
1928-29 17 1946-47 2.3 
1929-30 17 1947-48 24 
1930-31 1£1 1948-49 25 
1931-32 22 1949-50 28 
19.32-33 lB 1950-.51 28 
1933-34 15 19.51-52 28 
1934-35 21 
12toc. cit. 
Review of Similar Studies. The writer was able to find but one study 
in the field of adult education relating to Negro departments of vocational 
agriculture in Oklahoma. This is a stud",1 made tr-,1 Hicksl3 in 1940. In this 
study Hicks attempted to determine the major agricultural enterprises in 
Muskogee county and to recom.m.end a. nwnber of approved practices for each 
enterprise. He concluded that the adoption of these practices should. re-
sult in increased fann income for· the Negro fanners in that area. 
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Yxhile . s,everal studies have been ma.de in the ?1hi te vocational agricul-
ture departments, only three are of similar nature to this study. A review 
of each of these follow. 
Stokesl4 in 1937 prepared a thesis on organizing and conducting an 
evening class with adult farmers in~rested in soil and moisture conser-
vation. He determined by a su,rvey the essential problems to be considered 
by the class. A course of study was prepared on the basi_s of findings from 
a survey and a class of some twenty f ar.mers was organized and taught for two 
years. The follm1i'ing observations were made. 
1. Personal contact by the instructor is invaluable in the organizing 
of a class of a.dult farmers. 
2. The co11f'erence procedure of instruction stimulates interest and 
encourages participation in discussion. 
3. Conclusions on all lessons should be reached and members should be 
requested to list those practices each will carry out on his ho:me 
farm .. 
4. The instructor should be available for information and. farm. visit-
ation. 
l.Jriatt B. Hicks, "Approved Practices for Negro Fanners in Muskogee 
Countyn, Special Report, :M.S., 1940, Colorado state College of Agriculture 
and Mechanics Arts. 
llioeorge w. Stokes, "Organizing and Conducting an E'°ll"ening Class nth 
Adults, Interested in Soil and Moisture Conservation, and Soil Improvement0 , 
Thesis, u.s., 1937, Olr..lahoma. Agricultural and Mechanical College. 
1r: In 1938, Brady· ':J made a study- in which he deterrni.ned the needs of and. 
taught a cou1~se in Pa.rt-"r:ime education for young men out of school. The 
following points were brought out by his study. 
1. A teacher can best locate the out-of-school youth by personal 
visits. Survey blanks designed for the pm·pose of securing and 
organizing information .about out-of-school youths should be used. 
2. F..F·A· members, n1ral i:;chool teachers, fa;emers and leading citi-
zens can be of great help in locating the young fa.rm.ers. 
3. i~. F .A. members, local f'ann. organizations, civic clubs, Parent-
Teacher Associations can all be useful in getting 'the out-of-
school youths together for the first meeting. 
4. The best way to maintain attendance is to present :material to 
the class that the members are interested in. Other fad,oI'S in. 
m-nntaining interest include, short entertaining programs, in-
vi ting parents and young women to class, organized athletic.s 
and planned social and parties. 
5. Each lesson should be v1ell prepared by the teacher. Use good 
illustrative material often. 
6. Visit tho boyr s home as often as possible ~nd time the visits 
with the boy' s need for super\rision. 
7. Measure results after the completion of supervised practice 
. activities. '!'his study should include factors such as total in-
vestment, tot,;i,l returns, profits, yields, costs per unit and labor 
income. 
8. Use the studied results as the basis for setting up plans for 
the next year. 
17 
A proposed plan for adult evening class instruction 'Was made by Elgin16 
in 1946. He determined the jobs related to problems comm.on to farmers in 
a dair.,r-poultr--y- type of farming area, set up a long-time evening class pro-
gram with lesson plans, references, illustrative 1J1aterial and improved p1·ac-
tices for the first year. 
These studies, while helpful to the writer in the preparation of this 
study, were dissimilar to the extent that they were concerned with the prob'-
lems and practices that could be used with a specific group and in a desig-
15Brya.n Virgil Brady, ttpart-Time Education in Agriculture for Young Lfe:n 
Who are Out, of School and Living l;i;i thin the Service Area of Heavener High 
School", 'l'hesis, :\11£ • .s. 1938, Oklahoma Agricultural and l11echanical College. 
16Fra.:ncis Lee Elgin, nproposed Plan for Adult Evening Class Instruction 
in the VSyandotte Co,n,11u..riity1r, Report, ti.s., 1946, Oklahoma Agricultural and 
Mechanical College. 
nated community. This study, however, is more concerned with reporting 
the practices and methods being used over a much wider area and With groups 
of varied interests. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE SURVEY 
Method of Procedure. The information needed in making this study was 
not available in any organized form. After a study of the various J.'llethods 
of securing data was made, the writer decided that the use of the question-
naire would be the best method or securing the information desired. 
A preliminary study of the Adult Farm.er and Young Farmer re.ports of the 
Negro departments of vocational agriculture for the school years 1949-50 
and 1950-51 was made. These reports -v;ere ma.de available through the State 
Department of vocational Agriculture., Stillwater., Oklahoma. This prelim-
inary- study :furnished a portion of the information needed and in addition 
provided the writer with an opportunity to become acquainted with the scope, 
nature and extent of the adult education TJOrk as conducted in the various 
departments. 
To secure the additional information needed, the writer made visits to 
ea.ch department included in the study and completed the questionnaire thl:.,.o-ugh 
personal interview with the teacher of vocational agriculture. 
Testing ~ Questionnaire. A prelirainary questionnaire and check list 
was formulated with and presented to the Major and Minor Advisors in charge 
of the study. Crit:tc:isms and suggestions for revision were obtained after 
a review of the questionnaire by Professor Ce 1. Angerer, Head o.f the Depart-
ment of Agricultural Education., Don M. Orr., Associate Professor of the Depart-
ment of Agricultural Education, of Oklahoma A. & M. College, and D. c. Jones, 
Teacher-Trainer, Agri.cultural Education.,. Langston University. After all sug-
20 
gestions and criticisms were taken into account, the eompleted questionnaire 
and check-list were taken in the field and a "trial-run" was made on the 
vocational agriculture department at Sapulpa. This proved the questionnaire 
and check-list to be sa.tisi'actory. They were then ll'lilnsographed and assembled 
for use. Copies of the questionnaire and check-list are found in the appen-
dix: of this report. 
Distribution ~ ~ Questionnaire. Twenty-six of' the twenty-eight 
teachers of vocational. agriculture were personall,y interviewed. All of the 
teachers contacted had taught and completed some phase of adult education 
in agriculture during the two years covered by this report. The twenty-
six completed questionnaires '.Were used as the basis for tJ:us study. A list 
of the departments are found on the following page. 
Every attempt was ma.de to make a study of all of the departments in the 
state, however, two were not included. Reasons for these not being included 
in the study are found on page 4 .. 
The twenty-six schools included in this study represent the following 
nineteen counties: Blaine, Choctaw, Creek, Hughes, Kingfisher, Lincoln, 
Logan, McCurtain, McIntosh., :Muskogee, Oklahoma, Okfuskee, Okmulgee, Pitts-
burg, Pontotoc, Pottawatomie, Seminole and Tulsa. The location of these. 
schools . can be found on pages 21 and 22. County maps showing the centers 
of adult education classes are found on pages 23 to 40 inclusive. 
IOCATIOI\J OF NEGRO DEPAR'l'IillI:NTS OF VOCA:rIONAL 
Tovm 
Ada 
Beggs 
Boley 
Boynton 
Bro k'ian Bm"i' 
Chandler 
Chocta,n 
'3'..Clearview 
ttcolbe:ct 
.#Dover 
E.ufa1;J.a 
Geary 
Haskell 
Hennessey 
Henryetta 
Holdenville 
Hugo 
Idabel 
Lai:1.gston 
Luther 
!lclilester 
Muskogee 
,okn:n .. 1lgee 
Sand Springs 
Sapulpa. 
Shawnee 
-v:atonga 
VIeWt)ka 
AGRICULTURE IN OKll,J!OiffA 
Teacher 
Thora.as E • English 
M. L. Smith 
Lf}) G-. AshleJr 
Matt B. Hicks 
Garfield Jolmson 
Louis E. Burton 
i;:. B. Parker 
Tom lYithers, Jr. 
L. E. Moore 
Thomas Marshall 
Burley VJhi ted 
James R. Clegg 
Jam.es R. Johnson 
Marshall E. Gamble 
iTI. L. Teal 
c. c. Collins 
Williaril. :Marshall 
Albert 1. Scott 
Albert B. Pruitt 
c. c. Cooper 
T. 
w. 
A. 
H. 
G. 
\1!. 
:Moore 
Parker 
Hampton 
E • D. B:rol'm 
T. R. Lewis 
Benja.1:.'lin Monroe 
Fred D· Fae tory 
Cecil G. Holt 
Pontotoc 
Okmulgee 
Olr..f:1.skee 
Muskogee 
JJcCurta.iu 
Lincoln 
Oldahorria 
Okfusl<:ee 
B--.rran 
Kingfisher 
McIntosh 
Blaine 
Muskogee 
Kingfisher 
Okmulgee 
Hughes 
Choctaw 
jl,fcGurtain 
Logan 
Oklahoma 
Pi.ttsburg 
Muskogee 
Okmulgee 
Tulsa 
Creek 
Pottawatomie 
Blaine 
Seminole 
*Department 11d th only one year report Lncluded. 
JlDe:partm.ents not included in the study. 
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PRESENTATION Alfi> ANA:Gt"SES OF DATA 
Returns were made of questionnaires subnrl:tted to twenty-six depart-
ments and as incl.uded in this study represent 92.86 percent of the Negro 
departments o.f vocational agriculture in Oldahom.a. 
After the completed questionnaires were received, tabulations were 
made, percentages cal.cu.lated and items of similar nature were combined in 
tabular fonns. Presentation tor this method was used to facilitate more 
ready comparison of various items. Presentation of tables with brief' ex-
planation following each is included. 
TABLE :n. GENERAL I~JFORi'Jii\'.rION CONCERNING THE DEPl'JtTMENTS r1qcmDED IN 
THIS STUDY 
Instriictor Number Kn:aay Size o:£ 
School Yea.rs Years of Glass enrollment service 
survey of in classes length area in 
number exp er- this Age of taught in 1949 1950 sq. r.:u.. 
ience dept. dept. daily minutes 1950 1951 
1 18 18 18 2 120 43 46 181 
2* 3 3 18 3 12'» 41 42 1li1.. 
3 17 7 20 4 90 41 .39 1.04 4@ 4 4 4 4 90 34 28 300 
5 14 6 17 5 60 54 52 100 
6 28 10 .30 3 60 43 39 35 
7 20 17 29 5 60 48 59 86 
8 9 9 9 3 60 31 30 120 
9 19 9 17 4 60 35 44 900 
10 3 3 6 5 60 35 41 30 
ll 18 18 28 4 60 43 43 54 
12 7 7 7 4 60 68 so 50 
131/ 9 7 15 4 60fj 46 45 256 
14 2 2 2 4 60 29 29 150 
1.5@ 1 l l 4 90 0 40 54 
16 15 14 17 3 60 27 33 lSO 
17 23 8 10 3 90 32 36 250 
18 14 14 14 4 90 16 33 110 
19 2 2 2 3 90 34. 32 100 
20 15 15 15 3 60 27 33 40 
21 20 19 1.9 3 60 58 78 1000 
22 4 4 4 3 90 34 37 90 
23 14 8 9 3 60 25 27 50 
24 15 6 2J 3 90 18 18 120 
25 17 1'7 27 4 60 37 49 705 
26 4 J :3 3 60 49 49 224 
- -
Average 12.1 8.8 14.o 39.3 41.5 207.8 
* This department in addition has one class period 60 m..inutes· 
long and one 90 :minutes in length. 
@ Departments recently reinstated. 
' # This department in addition has one 90 minute class period. 
·• 43 
·! 
+ 
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GENE.c"'lAL INFORMATION 
Table II shows that the years of instructor experience range from 
one to twenty-eight yea:i.>s, vdth average of 12,U yea.rs. This would seem 
to indicate that a majority of instructors have reached a stage of matu-
rity wherein ma..x.:i.m.um efficiency in tar.ms of service sh.ou.ld result~ 
Comparison of "age of the depar~enttt and uyears the instructor has 
been in present departmentn 'rErveal some shifting of instructors. More 
changes were ma.de during the earlier yea.rs of vocational agriculture in 
the State and was largel,y the result of declining Negro farm. population 
in certain areas. In recent years the tendency has been for the instruc-
tors and departments to be more stable. It is interesting to note that 
thirteen instructors, representing fifty percent, received all of ·their 
experience in the department where they are currentl~t employed. 
The age o:f departments ranged from one to twenty-eight years. The 
average was fourteen yea.rs. This would seem to indicate that in general 
departments are well established and located in the more suitable comm.u-
ni ties. It is interesting to note that the average age of departments is 
but slightly older than the average years of instructor experience. 
Two departments have onzy" recently been reinstated. Their previous 
years of' operation were not considered in this study. 
The average all-~ teaching load indicates that the teachers have 
very little time during week d~s to devote to adult education work. 
Instructors report this phase of the agricultural program has to be car-
ried on aL-nost wholly after school, at night or during the week-end. 
The number of all-day students enrolled in the various departments; 
during the mo years ranged from thirty-six to 136. This shows a consider-
able di:t'ferenee in the pupil teaching load. It has been generall,y accepted 
that instructors ·with large all-dl\Y enrollt7tent do not have sufficient time 
to devote to a.n expanded adult program and as a result smaller adult enroll-
ment in such departments would result. The accompa:ning graph., figure 1, 
however seem. to indicate that the reverse is true. In almost every case 
departments vlith large all-day enrollment also have the larger adult enroll-
ment. Determining a reason for this was beyond the scope of this study, 
but observations seem to indicate that either some departments are located 
in areas of greater concentration of Negro farmers or that some instructors 
place more emphasis on adult education than do others. It could well be a. 
combination of both factors. 
The size of tho area serviced by the various departments show vast 
differences. Some instructors are located in coJTIL1unities small. in area and 
easily accessible; others are located in communities that are spread over 
large areas. lhile little can be done to offset such disadvantage., recogni-
tion of the difficulties some instructors have in carrying adult programs 
can be readily made. 
TABLE III. GENERAL INFORMATIO!,i ABOUT ADULT EDUCATION COURSES nlCLUDE:O 
IN THIS STUDY 
School 
survey 
number 
1~ 
2it 
3 
4 
>** 6H 
7tr 
.&Ht· 
9 
10 
ll** 
12 
~ 
14* 
~ 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21* 
22 
23 
24* 
25* 
2.6 
Totals 
Av. 
Number of 
adult far-
mer cours-
es held 
f9W 1950 
•50 . 1,1 
l l 
2 2 
1 l 
l l 
3 l 
3 2 
2 2 
2 2 
l 0 
2 l 
.l l 
3~ 2 
Z 2 
3 .2 
0 l 
l l 
l 2 
l 2 
1. l 
2 2 
4 3 
1 l 
2 ·2 
1 l 
2 4 
_L 2 
Niiiiiher or 
yoUDg far-
mer cours-
es held 
1949 19~0 
•So •51 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 l 
0 0 
0 0 
0 1 
0 l 
Qi 1 
Qj l 
0 l 
0 0 
0 0 
Q; 0 
0 0 
0· 0: 
0 O· 
0 Q: 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 7 
· Num'f:ier of 
month in 
which cour-
ses met**** 
1949 19>0 
150 151 
6 3' 
5 4 
12. 12 
3;. 3 
8 8 
1 5 
8 9 
10 9 
8 8 
10 ll 
4 1 
6 6 
J2. 12 
12 12 
0, 12 
ll ll 
6 6 
9 9 
9 9 
11 ll 
10 10 
3J 33 
1l 11 
8 8 
12 12 
JL JL 
8.17 8.27 
tiumber of 
courses 
held in 
home 
school 
Q; 
0 
2 
2 
2 
1 
3 
0 
l 
2 
l 
3 
0 
2 
J.. 
0 
O· 
Q 
2 
0 
0 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0 
32 
Number of 
courses; 
held in 
outlying 
areas 
2 
4 
0 
0 
3 
~ 
2: 
$ 
l 
2 
0 
.3, 
4 
3 
0 
2 
J 
): 
0 
4 
1 
0 
2 
0 
~ 
s 
-
64 
*Young farraer courses included with adult farmer during J.949-50. 
and 195o-5l .• 
ff.Young farmer courses included with adult farmer during 1949-50 on.cy-. 
**ifNew Department, reinstated in 1950. 
****(}ne or more courses included. 
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Kind:iJ of Adult Education VIork Conducted 
Data presented iu table III sets the average number of adult coursea, 
conducted in the twenty-six departments at J.69 per year. However, for the 
twenty-five departments in operation both years,. the nu..11.ber of courses rang-
ed from two to ·seven. This indicates that certain departm.ents -with increas-
ed scope put greater emphasis on adult education. The overall averag~ doea 
show that considerabl.G effort was being ma.de by a :majority of the instruct-
ors to provide instruction to adult farmers in their areas. 
The number of young farmer courses conducted during the two years was. 
small. This was due in a large measure to the fact that since the Veterans:· 
Agriculture Training Program came into existance in 1946, education for a. 
large percent of the young farmers in this age group has been provided by 
that program. At the present time, however, there are fewer of these young 
men enrolled in such training. Any additional training for these young 
farmers may be considered to a large extent a. responsibility of departments 
of vocational. agricultures. '!'he instructors stated that they felt a real. 
need existed for service in this area of education in agriculture. An in-
dication of how v1ell this need mJV be met was given by the instructors inter-
viewed. All instructors indicated that this year, (1951-52), they plamled 
to conduct separate young f'.anner courses. It is of interest to note that 
fi.fty percent of: the instructors reported young farmers were included in the 
adult fa.rm.er classes. 
The portion of the year during which organized instruction was provided 
varied from three to twelve months. lilhile no attempt was made to evaluate 
the effectiveness of the use of various time patterns, indication was given 
of wide differences of opinion as to how long classes ~hould be conducted. 
Table III also di1·ects attention to the fact that two-thirds of courses: 
held were in out~ring conmtu.nitles. While such a plan may make it more con-
venient for the farmer to attend classes, it offered more difficulty to the 
instructor. Three of the nineteen schools conducting courses in outlying 
areas held them in three separate comm.unities, four schools held them in two 
comm.unities and tv1eli-.re held them. in only one outlying commurrl.ty. It is of 
interest to note that ten of the twenty--six schools did not have any of' their 
courses in their home school. This might give indication that these instruc-
tors experience more difficulty in establishing adult and young farmer class-
es in home comr;1unities than in out-lying communities. 
As the trend tovrard consolidation of schools continues, it is evident 
that there will be a greater number of areas where farmers will liYe a long-
er distance from. the school. 
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TABIE r.T. ADULT EDUCATION ENROL11100JT BY DEPART.JENT, YEAR AND SEX 
Adult farmer courses Young farmer courses 
School Total 
survey I9W-5o I9'.)o:;I 1~49-$0 l95l)':;I adult 
number Men Women Men -Women Men Women Men Women enrollment 
1 16 2 16 3 37 
2 26 0 26 0 52 
3 12 8 16 2 38 
4 l8 4 l4 J 39 
5 21 18 8 0 9 3 59 
6 49 8 34 5 6 3 1D5:; 
7 15 15: l5 38 0 0 8.3 
8 24 4 18 5 7 7 65 
9 17 0 0 0 9 0 26 
10 24 0 0 l5 l4 0 53: 
ll 14 0 l2 0 18 4 48 
12 40 0 28 0 14 0 82 
13 29 0 .33· a 62 
14 0 32 22 l. 55 
l.511 0 0 26 0 26 
16 ll 7 l2 5 35 
17 l2 6 l4 11 43 
18 14 1 36 2 53 
19 10 0 ll 0 21 
20 39 0 36 1. 76 
2.l 47 25 49 0 12.l 
22 10 l ll 0 22 
.23 36 18 40 39 133 
24 18 0 22 0 4.0 
25 24 16 56 17 llJ 
26 43 4 24 -~ 75 
-
Totals 569 l.69 519 J.51 n 17 1562 
-
Av. 29 • .5 28.l ).6 30.04 
Av. including young 
.farmers 34.0 
# New department 1950-51. 
So 
Enrollment. Table IV shows the enrolLqent of the adult courses for 
the two years totaled 1562 or an. average of 781.5 each year •. While this 
study did not attempt to determine the number of individual persons attend-
ing more than one course in any one yeax, the figures do indicate that a 
co:mraendable numbe;r- of' farm people were reached through adult education pro-
grams in the departments studied •. 
The enrollment or adult £armers per school for the two years ranged 
from a low of twenty-one in one department to a high of lJ.3 in another., 
indicating considerable difference in the number of farmers sened t,hrough 
adult classes in the various schools. 
It is of particular interest to note that 337 or .21.55 percent of the 
total enrollment were w~men. 
TABLE V 
lUIBS TRAVELED BY INSTRUCTORS 1'0 CONDUCT Tfl'E GROUP 
INSTRUCTION PB".J .. SE OF THE ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAM 
DURING 1949•50 AlID 1950-51* 
Miles files 
School traveled '.Number of traveled Total 
survey each Number of courses per m.Ue.s 
number meeting meetings conducted course traveled 
l 8 29 2 80 160 
2 24 48 4 288 JJ.52 
5 14 16 3 210 630 
6 6 74, 5 89 445 
7 20 20 2 200 400 
8 22 46 5 202 1010. 
9 12 15 1 180 190 
10 12 32 .2 192 384 
12 6 36 3 72 216 
13 29 $0 4 362 1450 
14 11 37 J 135 4oS 
16 22 29 2 319 638 
17 26 33 3 286 858 
18 J..8 38 3 222 684 
20 7 54 4 94 376 
·21 24 10~, 7 360 2520 
2J 16 .30 2- 240 480 
25 40 h2 4 h20 1680 
26 13 60 5 ·156 780 
Totals 330 814 64. 4ll3 14,448 
Av. 17.7 12.7 J.J 227 760 
*Considering only departments that held course.s in outlying areas. 
Travel El instructors. Table V shows that nineteen of the twenty-six 
departments held classes in out)¥ing comm.unities. The figures shown indi-
cate the travel of the instructor in meeting classes oxicy" and does not con-
sider the travel connected with supervisory on-farm instruction. 
In conducting adult classes the miles traveled ranged from 215 to 2520, 
indicating again a wide range in scope of adult programs conducted. 
!ABLE VI 
MOlffll IN WHICH ADULT EDUCATION COURSES BEGAN 
Humber o? courses Tota.I nuii15er Percent of 
beginning during o:t: courses courses be-
Month courses month indicated beginning for ginnin.g for 
began ~-5<'.J 19,~I the period the period 
January 2 6 8 8.J.l', 
February 3 4 7 7.3'6 
March 4 4 8 8.33 
Apr.il 0 l l 1.03 
May l l 2 2.o6 
June l. 0 l 1.03, 
July 9 6 15, ]5.62 
August 5 3 8 8.33 
September 10 lO 20 20.87 
October 3 11 14 J.h..58 
November 2 l 3 3.09 
December 6 ) 9 9.21 
Totals 46 ,o 96 100.00 
Month courses began. September ·was the month when the greatest number 
of courses began with July- and October next in frequency. On]Jr one course 
began in ea.ch of the months of April and June. 
Instructors reported that courses bee;inning in the fall and winter 
usually ran £or longer periods tha.n those beginning at other times of the 
year. Courses beginning in the .tall and winter were reported as including 
such units of instruction as £arm management, soil and water conser.ra.tion, 
livestock improvement, .feeding farm animals and pasture improvement. 
Courses beginning in the spring and smmn.er were reported of shorter 
duration and included instruction in gardening, poultry production, farm 
ma.chiner"J repair and food preservation. 
TABIE VII 
TIME DURA'rION OF NINETY-SU ADULT EDUCATION 
COURSES C01'1DUCTED 
Time duration 0£ courses 
2 to 4 weeks 
· 7 to 16 weeks 
5 to 8 months 
9 to 12 months 
Number of courses 
reporting the time 
4 
27 
29 
36 
TABIE VIII 
Percent of courses 
.reporting the time. 
30.20 
37.5'0 
TIME DURATION OF COURSE PREFERRED BY T\\lIDITY-Sll 
INSTRUCTORS 
tingth of course 
preferred 
2 to 4 weelts 
7 to 16 weeks 
5 to 8 months 
9 to 12 months 
iiim'6er of instructors 
preferring the tirae 
0 
2 
6 
18 
Percent of instructors 
preferring the time 
0 
7.69 
23.08 
69.23 
~duration~ courses. Table VII lists a larger percentage of the 
courses as conducted .for periods extending from five to twelve months. A 
total of sixty-nine of the courses were within this time duration. Thirty 
and two tenths percent of the courses were conducted £or periods of fro:11 
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two to s:L"Cteen weeks. 
Instructors reported that courses of longer duration gave them better 
opportunity to assist farmers with a. greater variety of £a.rm problems than 
did those of shorter periods. These instructors also stated that there was, 
more time between meetings in courses of longer duration, thus giving them 
an opportunity to make more supervisory farm visits between meetings.. It 
was also stated by these instructors that in spite of these advantages, 
uniformity of instruction and :maintenance o.f interest could easi]Jr be lost 
unless the lessons were carefully planned. 
The instructors reporting the shorter periods stated interest and uni-
formity of instruction more easily maintained, but pointed out that the meet-
ings of such courses were so closely s.pa.ced that it was difficult to make 
sufficient number of farm visits during the conduct of the course. 
Table VIII gives an indication of the length of' the courses preferred 
by instructors included in this study. In comparing tables VII and VIII 
some difference is observed in the length o:f courses conducted and the 
length or time preferred by instructors. The trend however, is the same in 
both instances ·with a greater number listed in favor of the longer periods. 
It is interesting to note that seven courses were conducted for periods of 
two to four weeks, but none of the instructors reported preferring courses 
of such time duration. 
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TABLE IX 
FREQJ]E?fCY OF' ADUJJr EDUCATION GROUP MgI~TINGS 
Frequency o:r Number of courses Percent of courses 
meetings 1949-50 1950-51 1949-50 1950-51 
Weekly 10 ll 21 .. 75 22.00 
Bi-weekly 12 13 26.09 26.00 
Tri-weekly 2 1 4.36 2.00 
Month:cy" ll 13 23.90 26.00 
Bi-monthly 11 12 23.90 24.00 
Totals 46 50 100.00 100.00 
Frequency of meetings. TY,enty-six instructors reported 1141 meetings 
held in ninety-six courses. The frequency of meetL'lgs wa.s .sh01m to be rath-
er evenly distributed betvi'een one meeting per week, two meetings per week, 
one meeting per month and two meetings a. month. This seeras to indicate that 
the courses were designed to m.eet the immediate seasonal needs commonly occur-
:ing in the individual communities. This even distribution of meetings also 
suggests that a variety of courses requiring different number of meetings as 
well as different frequencies were offered. 
It is interesting to note that there is very little variation in the 
frequency of meetings for the two years included in the study. This seems 
to indicate that the frequency of meetings was used by the same school each 
year. 
Num'6er of 
meetings 
Less than 10 
10 to 12 
1.3 to 15 
16 to 18 
19 to 21 
22 to 24 
25 to 27 
Totals 
TABLE X 
INSTRUCTORS REPORTING THE fJUTuIBE1l OF MfilgTH!GS 
CONDUCTED PER COURSE 
Ii umber of courses Two yea:r Percent of courses 
1949-50 1950-51 totals (two year period) 
2 1 3 3.12 
25 24 49 5lo03 
16 19 35 )6.44 
2 '4 6 6.32 
0 1 l 1.0.3 
l 0 l 1.03 
0 1 1 1.03 
46 50 96 100.00 
Number o:t meetings. Eleven hundred and forty one meetings were re-
ported held in ninety-~ix courses. Ten to twelve meetings were reported 
held in 51.03 percent of the courses. Thirty six and forty-four hundredth 
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percent held from thirteen t,o fifteen meetings. This made a total of 87 .J.,.7 
percent of the courses with ten to fifteen meetings. 
Each of the three departments which listed nineteen or more meetings 
reported them as fa.rm machinery courses. This suggests that courses of 
such nature require a greater nalllber of meetings. A majority of the cour-
ses listed as haying sixteen to eighteen meetings were either reported as 
current farm proble111S or as farm. management courses. 
There were three courses reported as held during the two year period 
in which less than ten meetings were reported. Two departments reported 
courses of nine meetings each. One 11as listed as a. jroung farmer course with 
· only four meetings reported. 
ORGAWIZA'rION OF ADULT CWSES 
TABLE XI 
INSTRUCTOHS REPORTING r!ETHODS USED TO GET FARMERS 
INTERESTED IN AT'fEI\TDING ADUTII' EDUCATION COURSES 
Methods used by 
instructors 
Personal visitation 
Sending cards and letters 
Use of key groups 
Announcements in school 
Announcements in newspapers 
Announcements over radio 
Use o! N. F. A. members 
Announcements in church 
Number of 
instructors 
repo:rting 
the method 
20 
9 
6 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
Percent of 
instructors 
reporting 
the method 
34.5 
23.1 
11.5 
7.7 
J.8 
J.8 
J.8 
Getting farn1ers interested ~ attending courses. The methods used to 
get £armers i11terested in attending adult education courses as shown ey 
table XI were varied. All instructors listed the use of a combination of 
two or more methods. The method used most frequently was personal visit-
ation by the instructor. Most of the instructors said llif you don't make 
visits to prospective class me:mt,ers before a course starts, you just as well 
not start. n 
In all of the younger departments and especially with the newer instruc-
tors there seemed to be a. concensus of opinion that personal visits were nee-
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essary in order to obtain satisfactory results. 'fhese instructors stated 
that the personal visits were not only desirable from the standpoint of 
ei'fect it had in getting farmers interested, but that it gave them an oppor-
tunity to personally observe the farmers' needs. Additional com.nent was 
made to the effect that such observation served as a valuable index as to 
what should be included in the course of study. 
TABLE XII 
PROBLEMS INDICA'l'ED BY INSTRUCTORS IN GETTING A COURSE 
OF A.DUI:!' EDUCATION STARTED* 
Problems indicated 
Getting farmers to realize 
the value of attending 
Farmers being employed part-
time off the .farm 
Selecting a time convenient 
for all farmers 
Instructor not having time 
,to make sufficient number 
of far!ll visits 
Long distance that farmers 
have to travel to attend 
classes 
Inadequate transportation 
facility of the farmer 
Instructors reporting the problem 
Number Percent 
10 41.7 
6 
5 20.8 
4 16.6 
2 8.3 
l. 
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*Determined on the basis or twenty-four instructors. Two instructors . 
did not report problems in getting a class started. 
Problems in getting a course started. The probl.ems encountered by 
. - - . 
instructors in getting a course started are roughly divided into f'our main 
categories. Listed as of major importance was that of getting farmers to 
realize the value of attending. It was felt in such cases that proof of 
the worth of the class work m83' rest finally with demonstrations of im-
proved farm practices successfu~ ea.rried out by members that do attend. 
Most teachers interviewed v1ere agreed that carefully planned lessons and 
conscientious follow-up instruction by the teacher is necessary for an 
effective ad.ult education progrartl. 
The preponderence of part-time er~loy.ment off the farm was the second 
most coTir:i2on problem. This of f-:fann employment seemed to be more prevalent 
in areas adjacent to larger cities. It also seemed to coincide 1vith areas, 
of small and marginal f'ru'lllS. 
Selecting a tin1e for the class meeting convenient to all farms, while 
a problem., was not one of major portion. Most of the instructors agreed 
that letting the farmers mutually agree on the time to :meet was a satis-
factory way to handle ·this problem. 
Sixteen and six tent,hs percent of the instructors reported that they 
did not have sufficient time to m.ake as many farm visits as they thought 
necessary. Some of the instructors stated that careful planning of travel 
routes in making these introductor.r visits helped to eliminate excessive 
travel and saved time. Other instructors reported visits to prospective 
adult class rnembers were often made at the sarne time as farm visits were 
made to all-day students. 
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on.:cy one instructor reported inadequate transportation of the farmers 
as being a problem. This would indicate that a large portion of the members 
enrolled have automobiles. 
TABIE XIII 
METHODS USED BY INSTRUCTORS TO NOTIFY MEMBERS 
OF THE FIRST MEETIID 
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Teachers reporting use of method 
Number Percent Methods used 
Sending cards or letters 
Personal contact by instructor 
Announcements in school 
Announcements in church by 
instructor 
Announcements in newspaper 
Use of key groups 
Announcements over radio 
TABIE XIV 
19 73.1 
14 ~3.a 
7 26.9 
6 23.0 
4 15.4 
.l 11.6 
1 3.8 
METHODS USED BY INSTRUCTORS TO NOTIFY MEMBERS 
OF SUBSEQUENT MEETINGS 
Methods used 
Sending cards or letters 
:Members not notified 
Announcements in school 
Announcements in church 
by instructor 
Personal contact by instructor 
Use of key groups 
Announcements in newspaper 
Teachers reporting use o? method 
Number Percent · 
9 34.5 
8 30.8 
8 30.8 
3 u.6 
3 u.6 
.3 llo6 
1 .3.s 
Notifying members of meetings. The methods used to notify members of 
the first meeting were varied. Sending cards and letters were the methods; 
used most frequently. Each instructor checked the use of two or more of 
the methods listed. The instructors who reported ma.king announcements in 
church said it was an effective method but it did not supersede personal 
contact and the use of follow-up cards and letters. 
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Table XIV shows that, the practice of sending cards and letters and 
making announcements in school were the methods more commonly used to notify 
members of subsequent meetings. Here a.gain all teachers indicated the usa 
of more than one of the methods listed. When announcements were made in 
school, students were asked to rem.ind their parents or other members of the 
class meeting. 
It is interesting to note that 30.8 percent 0£ the instructors re-
ported that members were not notified after the first :meeting.. In every 
case, however., this was practiced in com.11unities in which adult courses had 
been conducted over a period of many years. In such cases., it was reported., 
farmers looked foniard to the classes and it was not necessary to notify them 
af'ter the first meeting., 
It is significant to note that use of key groups and announcements in 
newspapers a.nd over the radio were not reported as being used often. This· 
seems to indicate that such methods are not too effective .• 
TABIE XV 
METHODS REPORTED USED BY INSTRUCTORS AS BEING USED 
TO DETERMINE THE FREQUENCY OF CIASS MEETINJS 
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Methods used 
Teachers reporting use of method 
Number Percent 
Determined by the members 
Influenced by the instructor 
Rules and regulations in the con-
stitution of the organization 
Influenced by key-group 
Z2 
2 
l 
l 
84. 7 
7. 7 
J.8 
J.8 
Determination of frequency of meetings. A majority of the instruct-
ors reported that the frequency and time of meeting were determined by the 
members. This seems to indicate that the convenience of the members was; 
taken into consideration in a large percent of the cases. 
The two instructors who reportsd their influence in determining the 
frequency of meetings, stated that because of their many duties and respon-
sibilities it was necessary to let the class members know the time most con-
venient to them. 
Regulations in the constitution determined the frequency of meetings in 
one case. The instructor reporting such practice stated that the members: 
decided on the frequency and time to meet at the beginning of each course, 
but that it tended .to follow the same pat tern each year. 
In cases when the key-group or advisory council determined the fre-
quency of meetings, it was reported that a meeting of such group was held 
and a decision reached and relayed to the members at the first class period. 
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TABIE XVI 
METHODS USED TO DETERMIWE THE UNITS OF INS'rRUCTION 
Instructors reporting use of' methocl 
Methods used Number Percent 
Determined by class members 
Determined by instructor 
Determined by advisorJ 
council or key group 
14 
9 
.3 
5J.8 
34.6 
11.6 
Determining units of instruction. A m.a.,jority of the instructors re-
ported the use of the preference of class members I to determine the unit.s 
of instruction. It was reported in such cases that the instructor would 
give a. brief explanation of the agricultural situation in the comraunity as 
shown by his most recent survey. Group discussions followed after lillhtch 
the class members decided on the unit of instruction as well as the major 
topics ·within the unit. 
Thirty four and six tenths percent of the instructors stated that they 
decided on the units of instruction and presented it to the clsss at the 
first meeting. These instructors reported that the members seemed to nmtu-
a.11,y agree for him to shoulder the responsibility of determining the units 
of instruction. 
Three instructors representing llo6 :percent reported the use of' advis-
ory councils to determine the units of instruction. In such cases the in-
structors reported that they met with the council before the begirming of 
the course and a.n agreement reached on the units to be covered. 
TABIE XVII 
ADULT AND YOOWG FAH.ME.R COURSES REPORTED FUNCTIONIID 
AS AN ORGANIZATION 
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Number indicating Percent indicating 
Information requested 
Is an organization for:med 
of the adult farmer 
courses? 
Is an organization forined 
of the young farm.er 
courses'?{!-
Yes No 
22 4 
6 l 
Yes No 
1,.3 
85.9 14.1 
*Determined on the basis of the seven schools reporting young farmer 
cow~ses durin.g the period studied. 
TABIE XVIII 
TEACHERS' OPIHION AS TO YmE'l'H.ER FOPJ.UNG ADULT &~D YO UNG 
FARMER COURSES AS ORGANIZATIONS ARE DESIR.ABIE 
Information requested 
Do you favor adult farmer 
courses functioning as 
an organization? 
Do you favor young farmer 
courses functioning as 
an organization? 
Number indicating 
Yes No 
23 3 
7 0 
Percent indicating 
Yes No 
88.5 
100.0 0 
Courses functioning !! organizations. Instructors report a substan-
tial majority of the adult and young farmer courses are functioning a.s. 
organizations. Table XVIII shows the opinions of the instructors as to 
whether forming courses into organization are desirable. Here again a 
majority of the instructors favor the practice. Twenty-one of the twenty-
three who favor forming the courses into organizations report that this 
practice takes a large portion 0£ the responsibility of the class off the 
instructor. In addition, thirteen· stated that forming the course into an 
organization creates more interest and allows members to feel as if they 
have a vital part in the .success of the class. 
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Four instructors report that their courses were not formed as organi-
zations. These instructors indicated that they did not consider the prac-
tice advisable and that often it contributed to jealousy among class members. 
The similarity between tables XVII and XVIII seem to indicate that the 
courses formed as organizations are functioning satisfactorily and ·t.hat the 
instructors are in favor of continuing such practice. 
It is interesting to note that all instructors that held young farmer 
courses were in favor of the courses functioning as an organization. 
T.A.Bm m 
OmcBRS SELICTID JtE AJJJLT 1ARID. COURSES 
AS RIFORTED BI TIUff-no IISTRUCTCU* 
Officers selected 
Chairan and secretary onq 
Oha1lw.n, secretary and 
treasurer 
Preaident, vice-pree1dent, 
aecretar.r and treasurer 
6 
7 
9 
*.four inlltructora reported. couraea not functioning as organis&tiona. 
Till& XI 
OnICIRS SEIECTED Jt>R YOURl FARID!Jt COURSES 
.AS REPORTED BI SIX DSi'JtUCTOBS 
Officers aelected 
President, vice-president, 
treuurer, aeoretary and 
reporter 
/ 
4. 
2 
66.66 
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Ot.f'icera selscted. Table XIX ahmra that the officers for adu.l.t 
courses were fairly evenly distributed between the three groups of o.f'ficea 
listed. The traditional otf'icers of president, vice-president, secretacy 
and treasurer however, seemed to be favored. 
S.ixty-six and sixt7-six hundredths percent of the instructors that 
reported 7oung farmer organisations stated the ot".f'icera tor such courses 
included president, vice-president, aecreta:cy, treasurer and reporter. 
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Thea.,. instructors were in agreement that it HEml8d to be a desirable prac-
tice t.o have as m&D3' members as poaaible to share the responsibility of the 
organb&tion. 
Instructors that reported ot!icers or chairman and secretazy stated 
these two officers seemed to be autficient and were abla to take care ot 
the necessary duties. 
TABIE llI 
INSTRUCTORS REPOffi'IKl THE USE OF KEY GROUPS OR ADVISORY 
COMMITTEES IN CONNECTION V: ITH ADULT EDUCATION COURSES 
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Number indicating Percent indicating 
Information requested 
Do you make use of an 
advisory committee in 
connection With adult 
farmer courses? 
Do you ake use of an 
advisory committee or 
a key group in connection 
with young farmer courses* 
Yes No Yes No 
12 46.1 
2 28.6 
*Determined on the basis of the seven departments that offered young 
farmer courses during the period studied. 
Use of advisory committees ~ key groups. A slight majority of the 
teachers report that advisory committees are not used in their adult classes. 
In young farmer classes the reverse is true. 
Most of the instructors that made use of advisory committees in connect-
ion with adult farmer courses indicated that they felt use of an advisory 
committee was of considerable value in conducting courses. A few reported 
instances of experiencing some difficulty, though, due to the action of 
such committees. Jealousy of committee members by other class members ard 
dominance of class activities by committee members were given as chief rea-
sons for such difficulties. 
TABLE IXII 
METHODS OF SELECTING ADVISOR! C011MITTEES FOR ADULT 
FARMER COURSES AS REPORTED BY TWELVE INSTRUCTORS* 
Methods used 
voted by m.embers 
Selected by instructor 
Appointed by president or 
chairman 
Instructors reporting use of method 
Number Percen£ 
7 
3 
2 
*Only twelve instructors reported use of a.dvisoiy co.'ll:."llittees in 
connection wlth adult farl&ll' courses. 
TABLE XXIII 
METHODS OF SELIDTING KEY GROUPS FOR YOUNG FARMm 
COURSES AS REPORTED BY SJWEN INSTRUCTORS* 
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Methods used 
Instructors reporting use of method 
Numoer Percent 
Selected by instructor 7 100 
*Only seven instructors reported young farmer courses:• 
Selecting advisory committees and key groups. Advisory committees 
were reported used with adult farmer courses in twelve departments. Of 
these twelve, 58.3 percent of the instructors reported that the members 
of the advisory committee were voted in office by the other members of the 
course. Some of the instructors who reported such practice also stated 
that the committee members were selected each year but members were elig-
ible to succeed themselves. Other instructors who reported use of the 
practice mentioned that a rotation system was used 1n which one or two 
committeemen were selected each year. 
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Advisory committees were reported as selected by the instructor in 
twenty-five percent of the cases. These instructors stated an attempt was 
made to select members to the committee who were regarded as community lead-
ers. 
In regard to young farmer courses, 100 percent of the instructors re-
ported the practice of selecting the key group themselves. This seems to 
indicate that the instructor assumed a little more control of the young 
farmer courses than of the adult farmer courses. 
TABIE XXIV 
BAME USED BY FARMERS IN REFERRIID TO ADUin' EDUCATION 
COURSES AS REPORTED BY TWENTY-SIX INSTRUCTORS 
Instructors reporting use of name 
Name used Number Percent 
Night school 7 26.9 
Farm meeting 4 15.4 
Adult class 4 15.4 
Farm club 3 n .5, 
Progressive farmers 2 7.8 
Agricultural class 2 7.8 
Farm mens • school l 3.8 
Agriculture improvement ass •n. 1 J.8 
Farmers• union l J.8 
Community club l 3. 8 
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Bame ~ by adult ~ young farmers . The name used by adult and young 
farmers to refer to adult education courses are varied and intere~ting. 
The names farm club, progressive farmers and agricultural class are identi-
fied with young farmer courses. The other names are used with reference to 
adult farmer groups. It is interesting to note that night school was pre-
ferred by a larger percent of the adult farmers. Farm clubs seemed,\to haV'e 
.· been preferred by the young .farmers indicating that they favor working as an 
organized group. 
The name farmers union, as given here, was reported as used locally and 
should not be associated with the national organization of the same name. 
\ 
Group Instruction 
TABLE rN 
METHODS OF IMSTRUC11IOW USED IN ADULT Mm YOUNG FARMER 
COU11SES AS REPOR'!'ED BY TfijENTY SIX-INSTRUC'fOi'tS 
· Number of times Percent of time 
:Methods method was used method was used 
Conference procedure 659 43.5 
Demonstrations 392 25.9 
Visual a.ids 168 n.2 
Informal discussions 126 8.3 
Field trips 58 3.3 
Lecture 43 2.9 
Laboratory 34 2.3 
Fa.rm tours 23 1.6 
Field days 6 o.5 
Panel discussions 4 0.4 
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:Methods of instruction.. The conference procedure was clearly indicated 
as the more comm.on method of instruction used. Demonstrations we1--e used 
25.9 percent of the time. Informal discussions, as used here, was defined 
by the instructors as discussions centered arotmd ne,1 developments in agri-
culture or current farm problems without directed acti~ity or results ex-
pected. 
Instructors reported that field days included trips by the class to 
experiment stations, £airs and livestock shows. The lecture method was in-
dicated as used 2.3 percent of the time. Teachers interviewed credited 
most of this time as used by resource personnel who assisted with class 
meetings. Resource personnel also used visual aids to a great ex.tent. 
Teachers reported that a large portion of visual aids referred to were uses 
made of film strips, movie and slide projectors . Additional illustrative 
material such as charts, graphs and pictures were also listed as used by 
teachers. 
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The study revealed t hat a majority of the instructors used approved 
teaching methods in the conduct of the adult classes. The conference pro-
cedure., demonstrations, visual aids, field t .rips. and the laboratory was used 
by 100 percent of the teachers. 
Twenty-five of the twenty-six teachers reported the use of lesson plans 
and courses of study. Discussions with teachers, however, presented evidence 
that there is a need for much more careful planning of the adult education 
courses . Several teachers emphasized the value of allocating sufficient 
time at the beginning of each course to develop the units of instruction 
w.i.. th members of the class. 
TAB!.E llVI 
AREAS OF IllSTRUCTIOU COVERED IN ADULT AND YOUNG 
FARMER COURSES 
Areas of Number of Percent of 
instruction courses reported courses reported 
Farm management 26 27. 1 
IJ.vestock and poultry 18 18. 8 
Current farm problems 16 16.6 
Live at home programs 11 ll.5 
Agriculture engineering 
and shop 10 10.4 
Soil and water conservation 9 9.4 
Crop production 3 J.l 
Pasture improvement 3 3.1 
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Areas of instruction. Table XXVI can be considered as t he points 
where emphasis has been placed in courses offered to adult and young farmers 
during the past two years. 
Courses in farm management constituted 27.1 percent of the courses con-
ducted. On closer observation of the lessons actually taught with t his unit, 
it was found t hat the topics were not confined to farm management, but cover-
ed a wide range of subject matter. The area of current farm problems was of 
the same nature. Together these constituted 43.7 percent of all the courses 
taught. 
Eighteen and eight tenths percent of the courses conducted were re-
ported as l i vestock and poultry production. This indicates an interest in 
these courses by the farmers enrolled. 
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Live at home programs constituted 11.5 percent of the courses taught. 
These courses included instruction in gardening., food preservation and fruit 
production. 
Ozicy ten of the ninety-six courses were listed as taught in the fields 
of agricultural engineering and shop. Eight of these courses were report-
ed as farm machinery repair. Two were of a general shop nature and includ-
ed instruction in making repairs around the f ann home and simple household 
electricity. The ten courses in agricultural engineering and shop were con-
ducted in only seven departments., possibly due to the fact that these de-
partments ma.Y" be better equipped to offer training in such courses. 
It is of particular interest to note that pasture improvement consti-
tuted only three percent of the courses offered., but in the opinion of in-
structors, (table XXIX) it rated very near the top in the number of approved 
practices carried out by class members. This seeins to suggest the possi-
bility that the interest farmers have for pasture improvement was not being 
fully met in the group instruction phase of the program. 
Only nine courses were reported held in the areas of soil and water 
conservation and ozicy three in crop production. It is apparent that little 
emphasis has been placed on courses of this nature. 
TABIE XXVII 
SPECIAL ACTIVITIES PIANNED FOR WOMEN ATTENDIIV 
INSTRUCTION GIVEN TO ADULT AND YOUNG FARMER 
GROUPS AS REPORTED BY SIXTEEN INSTRUCTORS* 
Instructors reporting activity 
Activities Number Percent 
Food preservation 12 1,.0 
Poultry production 7 43.7 
Gardening 5 31.2 
Home beautification 2 12.5 
.Record keeping and home budgeting 2 12.5 
Handicraft 2 12.5 
*Four of the twenty-one schools that encouraged women to attend did 
not plan special activities for them. 
The women at one school at tended special classes with the Home Econ-
omics instructor at the same time the adult farmers met. 
Five schools did not encourage women to attend. 
Activities for women. Instructors reported that some of the activit-
ies planned for women were included within the regular planned units of 
instruction and constituted only one or two class periods and were usually 
planned to meet seasonal requirements. A.11 of the courses in food preser-
vation and some of those in poultry production and gardening were reported 
as a unit of instruction covering a series of meetings. The courses listed 
indicate efforts were made to satisfy the interest of the women attending. 
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TABIE llVIII 
ITEMS REPORTED BY TEACHERS AS CONTRIBUTOO TO 
)(A.INTAINING ATTENDANCE AND INTEREST 
Items 
Planning lessons to meet the 
needs of the group 
Farm visits by ins true tor 
Use of informal discussion 
Starting and stopping on time 
Serving refreshments 
Use of resource personnel 
Talks by successful farmers 
Encouraging wives to attend 
Cooperative activities 
Field days 
Tours of successful farms 
Brief entertaining programs 
Playing organized games 
Teachers reporting use of item 
Number ~cent 
21',L 92.3 
23 88. 4 
18 69.1 
15 57. 7 
13 50. 0 
12 46.1 
11 42.2 
9 34.6 
9 34.6 
8 30. 8 
7 26. 9 
5 19.1 
4 15.4 
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TABLE XXIX 
TYPES OF RESOUF.CE PERSONNEL REPORTED AS H;\VING BEEN USED 
TO ASSIST VUTH CLA.SS lfilETINGS 
(25 schools reporting)* 
Resource personnel used 
County Agent 
Successful farmers 
Vocational Home Economics 
Teacher 
Soil ConseNation service 
Productive Marketing Ass• n. 
Fe~d, seed, implement dealers 
Farm Security 
Home Demonstration A.gent 
Other Voe. Agri. Instructors 
Bankers 
Veterinarians 
Milk Inspectors 
Rural Electrification 
Production Credit Ass'n. 
Co-op. Representative 
Number of scfiools 
reporting use 
20 
16 
12 
16 
14 
l4 
12 
9 
' 2 
2. 
1 
l 
2 
1 
Percent of sehools 
reporting use 
80.0 
64.0 
48.0 
64.0 
56.o 
56.o 
48.o 
.36.0 
12.0 
B.o 
8.0 
4.0 
4.0 
a.o 
4.0 
*One school did not make use of resource personnel during the 
period studied. 
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Maintaining attendance and interest. The list of items as checked 
b:, teachers as contributing toward maintaining attendance and interest 
indicated such variation as should insure fitting the more prevalent needs 
of most individual communities. The two most common items mentioned were 
Bo 
1 planning lessons to ~et the needs of the group' and I farm visits by the 
instructor•. These two items are closely related and in the opinion of the 
instructors must be accomplished in order to maintain an effective adult 
educational program.. Teachers were in unanimous agreement that develop-
ing lessons that will satisfy the needs of the farmers cannot be accoltl-
plished unless farm visits and obserV"ations are made of conditions as they 
exist on members farms. 
The term 'informal discussion• was explained by the instructors as 
discussions of some current or new development in agriculture . It was 
further stated that these discussions were usually held for periods of ten 
or fifteen minutes before or after the regular educational phase of the 
meetings. 
It is significant that the pl.eying of organized games and use of brief 
entertaining programs rated low on the list. This indicates that to some 
degree it ma.v be becoming less important for departments to sponsor social 
and recreational activities in m8.IJ3" communities. In certain areas, however , 
these two items were indicated as important factors. 
Cooperative activities were reported by 34.6 percent of the instructors 
and included cooperative buying and selling, bull and boar rings, coopera-
tive machinery and spr~ rigs. 
Field days were reported by 30.8 percent of the instructors and in-
cluded such items as trips to fairs, livestock shows and experiment stations. 
Table XXIX shows the resource personnel used by teachers to an.d with 
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adult classes during the b,o years covered in this study. The use of re-
source personnel was listed by twenty-five of the twenty-six of the instruct-
ors. While indicating the practice was generally used, several teachers 
cautioned that it was unwise to use such personnel too often. Most teach-
ers qualified this by stating that it was usu.ally best for the instructor 
to assume the teaching responsibility of the class and use resource per-
sonnel to supplement his own teaching, not to replace it. 
TABIE XII 
KISCELLA.NEOUS IHFCiWATION CONCERNING ADULT AND YOUNG FARMER CLASSES 
Number and percent indicating 
Number of Each 
.Information requested schools Occasio~ Often time 
rep:cy,ing No . J No . ~ No:--% 
How often do you have 
opportunity to discuss 
the subject with resource 
personnel before they are 
presented to the class? 25* 1 4.o 6 24.0 18 12 .. 0 
Farmers take notes in class 26 13 50. 0 0 0 0 0 
Instructor prepares and 
passes out subject matter 
summaries 26 14 5J.8 4 15.4 0 0 
Farmers voluntari:cy, use the 
agricultural library 26 25 96 .1 1 J.9 0 0 
Dates of adult and young 
farmer classes placed on 
school calendar 26 0 0 0 0 l3' ,o .. o 
il()ne school did not use resource personnel during the period studied. 
No . or 
none 
No . J 
0 0 
13 ,o.o 
8 Jo.a 
0 0 
13 ,o.o 
CD 
I\) 
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Miscellaneous information. Table XXI shows that seventy-two percent 
of the instructors who have used resource personnel to help them with class. 
work report they discussed the subject matter with such persons each time 
before presenting the to the class. There was only one instructor who 
indicated that he did not follow such practice. This would seem to indicate 
that in general teachers have experienced the value of pre-planning for 
class meetings in which resource personnel is used. 
Table XIX also shows that there is only a slight tendency on the pa.rt 
of farmers to regularly keep notes in class. Fifty percent of the instruct-
ors reported that farmers did not keep class notes, the other fifty percent 
indicated that notes were taken only occasionaJ.ly by the farmers . Several 
teachers indica ted they felt it advisable, therefore, to prepare and pass 
out subject matter sum.1ll8Xies themselves whenever a unit of instruction was 
compl eted. This, however, was not a particular:cy common practice. On~ 
lS.4 percent reported passing out summaries often, 53.8 percent did so occa-
sionally, while 30. 8 percent did not use the practice at all. 
Only limited use was m.ade of vocational agriculture libraries . Ninety-
six and one tenths percent of the instructors reported only occasional use. 
Only 3. 9 percent reported libaries were used often by class members. All 
of the instructor s indicated that 1'1hen !armers did use the libraries, re-
quests were usually made for material in bulletin form. 
TABIE XXXI 
PROBIEW ENCOUNTERED BY TVt'ENTY-TWO INSTRUCTORS Ill GROUP 
INSTRUCTION WITH ADULT AND YOUNJ FARMERS* 
Instructors reporting problems 
problems encountered 
Part-time employment off the farm 
Difficulty in getting farmers to 
participate freely in discussions 
Lack of adequate equipment and 
facilities 
Limited transportation facility 
of the members 
Class dominated by a few members 
Adequately meeting the desires 
and needs of all members 
Disturbance of class by children 
Friction between members 
Number Percent 
8 36.3' 
7 31. J• 
6 27. 2 
5 22 . 7 
3 13.6 
2 9.0 
l 4.5 
l 4.5, 
*Four instructors reported experiencing no problems. 
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Problems encountered in group instruction. Industrial employment of 
farmers was a dominant problem in. maey cases in providing for group instruc-
tion. Some teachers felt that it was a major re.ason farmers will not attend 
adult classes during periods of high employment in certain community indus-
tries . 
The difficulty of getting farmers to participate freely in class dis-
cussion was a problem of common concern listed by a number of teachers. 
Some methods indicated as used by several teachers were: {l) Visitation of 
farmers who were reluctant to take part in group discussion and attempt to 
find some phase of farming which he had accomplished exceptionally well. 
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He would then be requested to relate his experiences in adopting such prac-
tices to the group at a later meeting. The ti!lle selected for such report 
was planned if possible to coincide with a lesson about the particular job 
or enterprise; (2) Determine the particular interests of a farmer and pri-
vately confer with him regarding a report to the class. Some teachers in-
dicated help was given the farmer in assembling the information needed to 
make a good report. The instructors who used these practices reported that 
that s}zyness of the farmer was often overcome after such experience. It 
was also reported that dominance of the class by a fe members was also 
discouraged by such practices. 
Six instructors reported the lack of adequate equipment as a problem 
in giving group instruction. These instructors stated a need of slide and 
movie projectors as the major items. Part of the difficulty in obtaining 
sufficient equipment Rl<\V be traced to the fact that fifty percent of the 
instructors reported that the adult education meetings were not placed on 
the school calendar. In instances of this nature, the school authorities 
may not be too familiar with the adult programs being conducted and Tll1l3' 
not realize the need for such equipment. 
In regard to lack of adequate transportation, instructors reported 
the pooling of rides by members was practiced to help alleviate the short-
age of transportation. 
Several teachers interviewed stated that it was extreme:13' difficult 
to meet the individual needs of all farmers in group instruction. Some in-
structors reported the practice of reserving fifteen or twenty minutes of 
each class period to take up problems of less common interest, but were of 
particular interest to a few members. Instructors further stated that the 
other members did not seem to object to this practice and entered quite 
free:cy, into such discussions . 
TABIE IllII 
DISPOSITION OF ADULT EDUCATION CLASS 
OF CRITICAL WORK ON FARMS OF T. 
DURING PERIOIAS 
COMMUNITY 
Disposition of class 
Temporarily dismiss 
Continue to meet 
Time of critical work avoided 
when course is organized 
Instructors reporting 
Number Percent 
l3 
6 
5o.o 
23.1 
Disposition of class. Seventy-six and nine tenths percent of the in-
structors reported that classes were not held durmg periods of critical 
work on farms . The reason given was that attendance and interest was low 
during such periods. 
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Twenty-three and one tenths percent reported classes continued to meet 
during periods of critical work on farms. Five of these six instructors 
stated that while attendance did fall off some, interest would remain good 
if the instruction was centered around the activity in which members were 
engaged. It was also pointed out that instruction given at this time usu-
ally saved time and less •trouble shooting• by the teacher was necessary. 
One instructor reported that attendance was best during periods of 
critical work on .farms. This gives indication that the needs of the members 
were being met in this class. 
TA.Bill XXIIII 
ATTEJJDArICE PATTERN OF ADULT CLASSES BY SEASON AS 
REPORTED BY TWENTY •FIVE INSTRUCTORS* 
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Winter Spring Su.mm.er Fall No. 
' 
No. . ~ Nt:>. J No. J 
Seasons of high 
attendance 19 76.0 2 B.o l 4.0 3 12.0 
Seasons of low 
attendance 6 24.0 9 .36.0 2 a.o 8 32.0 
*One instructor did not report any attendance eha.nge du.ring the year. 
A ttend.ance pattern. A majority of the instructors indicated that win-
ter was the season of highest attendance. The reason given was that their 
class members were less busy during this season. Six of the nineteen instru-
ctors in addition stated that diU.I'ing the winter farmers were making farm 
plans for the coming £:arming year and were in a receptive mood for instruc-
tion. 
Spring and Fall were t~e seasons of lo·west at tend.ance as reported by 
sixty-eight percent of the instructors. These instructors reported increased 
farrning activities, inclement. v1ea.ther and numerous other community activ-
ities during these periods contributed to low attendance. 
It might be interesting to note that one instructor did not report 
any attendance change during the year. 
TABIE XX.XIV 
INSTRUCTOR.'3 REPORTING THE SOURCE OF REFE:RENCE USED :;J[O$T 
FREQUENTLY BY ADUL'l' AND YOUNG F11RicrnTi.S IN THEIR CIJ.\.SS WORK 
Instructors reporling source 
Source of reference Nura'ber Percent 
Bulletins 20 
Farm magazines 20 
Newspapers 12 
Text-books 0 
INSTRUCTORS t OPINIONS AS TO 1'JUICH SOURCE OF REFERElJCE 
IS MOST E.t"Fl.::CTIVE 
Instructors reporting 
Reference 
l'iumber Percent, 
Bulletins 18 69.1 
Farm magazines 18 69.1 
Newspapers 4 15.4 
76.5 
76.5 
46.1 
0 
BB 
._.;· . 
Sour·ce· of ref'erenoe. 'l'be .instrnctors reporte9: equal use of bulletins 
and farm magazines by adult and young farmers in the :ir class work. . Seventy-
six and five tenths percent recorded the use of each. 
Newspapers were.reported by 46.l percent of the instrnctors as used as 
a source of reference by young farmers and adults, and were further indicat-
ed as used primarily by :Canner$ in keeping up with farm market reports. 
Text-books, ~vidently, did not find favor with the farmers to any ex-
tent. Instructors suggested that might be partialy explained by a. Ca.!T'IJ-
over from unpleasant associations experienced vdth text-books from school. 
days. 
In table XXIV, instructors indicated that young farmers and adults 
found bulletins and farm magazines equally effective a.a a source of in-
formation. They reported that far:.ners more readily' understood these refer-
ences and used them much more frequently in individual planning as well as 
with class activities. 
'!'ABIE llXVI 
OTHER AGRICULTURAL EDUCATIONAL GROUP !UrIMGS '1:HA.T 
FARMER.$ ATTEND AS REPORTED BY T'iiili.NTY-su: T]~ACID~RS 
other educational 
group meetings 
Extension work 
Farm bureau 
None 
Teachers reporting other meetings 
· Num'6e:r Percent 
15 
2 
9 
57.8 
7,.7 
34.5 
Other group meetings. Fifty seven and eight tenths pe.rcent of the 
teachers reported that farmers enrolled in adult courses in their depart-
m.ents also attended group meetings sponsored by the Extension Service. 
Twelve of the eighteen counties represented in this study do not have Negro 
county and home demonstration agents. The 34.5 percent of the instructors 
that reported their membera as not taking part in other educational group 
meetings are located in counties that do not have Negro extension service 
work. 
Adult education members in two schools were reported as taking actbre 
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part in Farm Bureau activities. These two schools are located in the west-
ern portion of the Stata. 
Individual Instruct.ion. 
TAB:r.E XXXVII 
FACTORS TRD. T DETEru.ITNE WHEN SUPERVISORY FAffiI VISI'I'S 
ARE MADE BY INSTRUCTORS 
Instructors reporting factors 
Number . Percent Factors 
Request by the farmer 
When instructor thinks he 
is needed 
Routine visits 
When instructor has time 
Supervision is given to adult 
farmer at the same time when 
visit is made to the boy 1vho 
is enrolled in voe. agri. 
20 76.5 
19 73 .. 1. 
s :,o.8 
2 7.7 
l J.8 
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Supervisory visits. Supervisory visits to class members were reported 
as more commonly made 'When specific requests were received fran. individual 
.farmers. Instructors reported as of' the opinion that at such times more 
effective instruction could usually be given. 
Nineteen 1.n.$tructors representing 73.1 percent indicated that they 
made visits at si.1ch time when they they thought. assistance was needed. It 
was reported that determination of when assistance was ne:eded was often ma.de 
at class :m.eetings and was ascertained through conversation -with the various· 
members. 
Routine visits were reported by .30.8 percent of the instructors. In-
structor.s reporting this practice stated that visits of the nature were 
usua.lly determined by the discretion of the instructor or when he had time 
to make such visits. 
TABLE XXXVIII 
Tl&!JTY-SIX DISTRUCTORS REPORTUO TH£ AVER.il.GE NUMBER OF FARM 
VISI'..l'S MADE TO CUSS ME1:1BERS DURING THE CONDUCT OF A COURSE 
Hum.bar of visits reported 
l 
2 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Instructors reportil~g visits 
Bum.tier Pe'rceiit'. -
l ,.a 
8 30.7 
5 18.7 
6 23.0 
l u.6 
2 1.a 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
l J.8 
Number of~ visits. The average number of supervisory farm visits. 
made to class members during the conduct of a course varied from one visit 
reported by one instructor, to ten visits reported by another. A majority 
of the instructors hov;ever, reported £ran two to five visits, with eighty-
four of-the instructors reporting visits within this range. 
The wide range of the mu:iber of visits by individual instructors sug-
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gests that some :instructors spend considerable more time making supervisory 
visits than do others. 
TABIE XXXIX 
DIFFICUDrIES INSTRUCTORS REPORTED 'lr'ITTH REGARD TO RELATOO 
GROUP INSTRUCTION TO FARM PRACTICE* 
Difficulties reported 
Farmers not having sufficient 
finance to carry out approved 
practices 
Small scope or the farming 
operations of many members 
:rnstru.ctc,r not having time to 
make careful individual 
f'arr.i studie.s 
A large percent of the members 
rent their .farm.s 
Varied interest of the farmers 
La.ck of understanding by the 
farmer 
Instructors reporting 
,each d.ilficultz 
7 
6 
5 
4 
31.2 
31.2 
25.0 
18.7 
*Determined on the basis of sixteen instructors. Eight instructors 
failed to report any difficulty. 
Relating group instruction !.2 ~ practice. Forty-three and eight 
tenths percent of the instructors reported la.ck of finance by the farmers 
as being a major problem. in relating group instruction to farm.practice. 
This seems to point out a need of assistine; farmers i:n securing adequate 
finance. Table XXXII shows that ollJJ one instructor reported help given 
farmers in securing financial aid. 
The small scope of the farming program of members was given by 3 7.5~ 
percent of the teachers as a reason for difficulty in relating group in-
struction to farm practice. In th.is respect, instructors reported success 
to some degree when approved practices were reco!llfilBnded in connection with 
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food for the fa.rm family. Inst...""Uctors also stated that when one practice 
was successfully carried out, it was generally easy to encourage the adopt-
ion of others. 
Five instructors representing 31.2 percent repox·ted they felt. they did 
not have sufficient time to make careful and detailed. farm studies uecessar.v 
to ef£eetively relate group instruction to far.ra practice. 
Twenty-five percent of the instructors reported varied interests o.f 
the farmers as a diffie~ty in relating group instruction to farm practice. 
In instances when indiv.idual needs were not satisfied., instructors reported. 
that it was necessary to give as much individual instruction as possible to 
such members .. 
Three instructors representing 18.7 percent of total reporting on this 
item listed lack of understanding by the farmer as being a difficulty. In 
eases of this nature, instructors indicated they felt that much individual 
instruction was. necessary. 
TABIE XXIX 
OPINIONS OF IllS'tRUCTORS AS TO THE AREAS OF INSTRUCTION 
MOST EFFECTIVE FROM THE STANDPOINT OF THE NUMBER OF 
.APPROVED .PRACTICES AOOPl'ED BY .2.IB'"l.IDERS 
Areas of instruction 
l{umber 
reporting 
Percent 
reporting 
Animal. disease an:l parasite 
control 
pasture :illlprovement 
Feeding fa.rm animals 
Soil and water conservation 
Food preseI"'ration 
Farm shop 
Livestock ii'!l.provement 
Home beautification and 
improvement 
Crop improvement 
Marketing 
Farm. management 
orchard improvement 
Family health 
21 80.8 
:t9 73.1 
16 61., 
l5 57.7 
10 JS.4 
10 38.4. 
10 38.4 
10 38.4 
9 3'4.5 
9 34.5., 
4 15.4.. 
2 7.7 
1 ).8 
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Approved practices adopted. The list here ~ be regarded as an index 
to the centers of interest of the adult and young farmers enrolled in the 
courses. It can be observed that ti'lere seams to be a general and much great-
er interest in livestock and livestock production. 
The variety and range of the areas listed suggests that approved prac-
tices covering many :phases of fa.rm.i.ng are being adopted by class members as 
a result of instruction given. 
TABIE XXllI 
mms OF ASSISTAMCE REPORTED GIVEN FARMERS DURING 
SUPERVISORY FARM VISITS BY THE DlSTRUCTOR 
Assistance given 
vaccinating,. castrating, culling 
Farm shop and equipment building 
Soil testing and crop production 
Purchasing equipment 
Soil and water conservation 
Feeding farm animals 
Selecting breeding animals 
Keeping farm records 
Securing ra.:rms 
Securing financial a.id 
Food production and preservation 
Instructors reporting 
Number Percent 
18 69.1 
13 5o.o 
10 38.4 
7 26.9 
7 26.9 
s 19.1 
3 u.s 
2 7.7 
2 7.7 
l 3.8 
.l J.8 
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Assistance given farmers. The nature of the kinds of assistame given 
farmers by teachers dur-ing supervisory farm visits would tend to indicate 
a rea.lizatio11 of various needs and a. range of interests a:roo:ng the farmers. 
This study did not attempt to determine the relative amount of time 
the instructor spent on the jobs listed or the effectiveness of such visits. 
The items listed in this table does indicate h01'rover, that considerable time 
was spent on farm jobs sueh as vaccinating, castrating and culling. 
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It is interesting to note that little assistance is reported for food 
preservation, but in table .IXXX this item was reported b-y 38.4 percent of 
the i...""l,structors. This seems to suggest that families of members of the 
adult education courses may have tended to have reached a stage ot proficien-
cy in preserving .food where little outside help is needed. 
Assistance .in keeping .farm records and secur:i.ng farms and finance was 
reported by only a. total of five instructors. The determination of the 
needs of the farmers enrolled in adult and young farmer courses was beyond 
the scope of this study, but data presented does seem to indicate that.mem-
bers are in need or assistance in these areas of farm manage.."!lent. 
Assistance in pasture improvement was reported by 26.9 percent of the 
instructors, but only constituted J.l percent of the courses conducted. 
"'i:: 
(Table XXVI). This; indicated that a large percent of the pasture improvement 
work is conducted on an individual basis. 
Percent of 
TABLE XXYJCCI 
~-.:;. 
IlsJ'STRUC'I'ORS REPORTDl} 'l'IIB CIASSIFIGATIOIJ OF su.e;RVISORY 
FARM VIS.ITS !IA.DE TO 1m.IDEES 
Classification oi.' supervisory visits 
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visits Developing manage- Developing job 
reported by Personal service rial ability skills 
range No. Percent No. Percent J:.Io. Percent 
0 
-
10 2. 7.6 l 3.n J u.4 
11 
-
20 4 15.4 5 19 .. 2 4 15.4 
21 30 'l ll.4 10 3" Fe! 12 46.1 
-
.., t:,.::;>
31 
-
40 3 11.4 4 15.4 4 ]5.4 
41 
-
50 12 46.1 3 11.4 2 7.6 
51 
-
60 0 0 1 )o9 0 0 
61 
-
70 0 0 l 3.9 l 3.9 
71 
-
80 2 7.8 0 0 0 0 
81 
- 90 0 0 l .3.9 0 0 
91-100 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Glassif'ica.t~o:3- of supervisory visits. T\venty-two (84. ?,7/;.) instructo:t'S, 
reported personal service was given on eleven to fifty percent of their 
visits. Twelve of these reported .from forty-one to fifty percent of their 
visits were of this nature. Two instructors indicated personal service 
given on seventy-one to eighty percent of the visits made .. 
Twenty-two ( 84. 'T°fa) instructors reported the development of. managerial 
I 
ability· acc01mted for eleven to fifty percent of farm visits :made to mem-
bers in their classes. One instructor reported eighty-one to ninety per-
cent of his time spent 011 m.einbers 1 farm cou.ld be classified as developing 
managerial ability. Another instructor reported only little assistance 
given in this category. 
Twenty ... two instructors again indicated that visits made by them could 
be classified as development of job skills. Only one instructor reported 
such visits ma.de up more than fifty percent of his ti."lle, while three re-
ported that visits in this category accollllted for ten percent or less of 
his time. 
The similarity of range reported would tend to indicate that time 
spent on members• farms was fairly evenly distributed between the three 
types of supervisory visits listed. 
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'PABIE XXXXIII 
THE NUMBER, TYPE, AND PERJENT OF FIEID TRIPS, FARM TOURS AND 
IEMONSTRA'l'IONS CONDUCTED ON MEMBERS ' FARMS AS 
REPORTED BY INSTRUCTORS 
Percent of Activities 
activities Number and percent reported 
reported by Fiel d trips Farm tours Demonstrations 
r ange No. Percent No . Percent No. Percent 
0 - 10 7 26. 9 lJ 50. 0 6 23. l 
11 - 20 l 3.9 2 7. 8 l 3>.9 
21 - 30 2 7. 8 1 3.9 0 0 
31 - 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 
41 - 50 5 19.1 3 11.4 3 11.4 
51 - 60 2 7. 8 0 0 a 7.8 
61 - 70 2 7. 8 l 3.9 0 0 
71 - 80 2 7. 8 3 11.4 2 7.8 
81 - 90 1 3. 9 0 0 3 11.4 
91 -109 4 15.4 3 11.4 9 34.6 
Field trips, farm tours and demonstrations . A larger number of demon-
st.rations were reported as conducted on members• farms, mile a successively 
larger number of farm tours and field trips were reported conducted off mem-
bers• farms . This might suggest that demonstrations were considered more 
closely related to farm conditions of the members. 
Field trips and farm tours were reported as held to acquaint members 
with new practices not yet adopted by class members. 
-
TABIE XXXIIV 
HUMBER AND PERCENT OF INSTRUCTORS REPORTOO THE USE OF 
SMALL GROUPS OF FARMERS IN GIVING INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION 
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Instructors reporting use of method 
Frequency of use 
Often 
Occasio~ 
Not used 
Number Percent 
16 
8 
2 
Individua1 instruction to small groups of farmers. Small groups of 
farmers who had common interests were at ti:m9s called together at the home 
of one of the members and given some phase of individual instruction. This 
practice was reported as used often by 61.6 percent of the instructors. 
Thirty and eight tenths percent reported occasional use of the method. 
The instructors who made use of this practice made mention that such 
practice saved time, reduced travel and prevented the use of class time to 
,. 
discuss problems of little concern to a majority of the members, but' were 
ot particular interest to some. 
The two instructors who did not make use of the practice at all stated 
that farmers in their classes were so dispersed that it was difficult to 
' ! 
get them ~gether for such instruction. 
I 
... . 
, 
,.. . 
TABLE XXXXV 
DIFFICULTIES ENCOUNTERED BY INSTRUCTOP.S IN GIVING 
nIDIVIDUAL IN"STRUCTION TO ADULT AND YOUNG FARME .. 115* 
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Difficulties 
reported 
Instructors reporting the difficulty 
Number Percent 
Instructor not having 
sufficient ti.me 
Distance instructors have 
to traval to farms 
Farmers employed part-time 
A large percent of the members 
are tenant farming 
17 
10 
6 
it-Determined on the basis of twenty-three instructors. Three 
instructors reported no difficulty. 
73.7 
43.4 
26.1 
2J..7 
Difficulties encountered. The main. difficulties reported by instrut-
ors in giving individual instruction were (1) not having su..f'ficient time 
to make an adequate number of farm visits, and (2) dist&'1ce of travel to 
members' farms. Some instructors reported an attempt to ease the strain 
of these difficulties by routing their visits so as to cut travel and time. 
to a .minimum. Other instructors reported the practice of giving individual 
instruction. (table XIXXIV) Instructors who had members dispersed over a 
large area stated that they found it necessary to schedule as many visits 
as possible in a certain community whenever a trip to that comiuunity was 
necessary. 
Off-farm. employment accounted for six instructors experiencing diffi-
culty in individual instruction. Tenant farming was reported as a diffi-
culty by five instructors. 
Social and Recreational Activities 
TABLE llXXVI 
mJ'MBER AND PERCENT OF INSTRUCTORS REPORTING SOOIAL 
AND RECP&TIONAL ACTIVITIES AS PART OF THE ADULT 
&DUCATION PROGRA!JS 
Schools reporting use of 
social and recreational 
activities 
Schools not neporting use of 
social and recreational 
activities 
Mum'6er 
reporting 
21 
TABIE :X:XXXVII 
REASONS WHY SOCIAL AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES 
VJERE NOT INGllJDED IN FIVE SCHOOLS 
Percent 
reporting 
80.8 
Reasons 
Instiuctors reporting 
Number Perceni 
Social and recreational activities 
are otherwise provided 
No attempt has been made to include 
these aetivi ties 2 
60.0 
40.0 
Social~ Recreational activities. Twenty-one (80.8%,) instructorss 
of the instructors reported the use of social and recreational activities 
in connection with their adult courses. This indicates that the need for 
such activity is being met in those communities. 
Reasons why five schools did not include social and recreational 
activities are found in table XXXXVII 
10) 
TABIE xxxxvrn 
TIME OF RECREATIO:NAL AND SOCIAL ACTMTIES AS 
REPORTED BY 'l'WENTY-Olffi INSTRUCT011$ 
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Instructors reporting the time 
Time reported 
Afte,Z' educational phase 
At special 111.eetings onl~'l 
Before and/or after 
educational phase 
Before educational 
Number Percent 
12 57.3 
7 33.3 
l 4. 7 
1 4.7 
Time of social and recreational activities. A larger percent of the 
-- -
instructors reported recreational and social activities are held after the 
educational phase of the meeting. 'rhese instructors indicated that this 
ti.me was more desirable because those who did not wish to participate were 
at liberty to leave after the educational phase of the meeting. 
Thirty-three and three tenths percent of the instructors reported that 
such activity was held at special meeting only'. It was pointed out that 
whe11 these act,ivities ·were held in eonnection with their regular meetings, 
there seemed to be a tendency for the effectiveness of the educational 
phase to be lessened. 
It is interesting to note that two inst.ructors 1~eported that these 
activities ·were held before the educational phase. These instructors stated 
that social and recreational activity was planned at this tin1e for those 
arriving early for the meeting. They further remarked that those desiring 
activities of this nature were usually early in arriving to class. 
The length of the recreational and social activity periods also varied 
lo5 
in the various departments. Three instructors reported periods of thirty 
minutes, five reported forty-five minute periods and four one hour periods. 
One instructor reported recreational periods of over one hour~ This tends 
to indicate that the need of such activity is different in the various 
colllmUlli ties. 
ICTNDS OF SOCIAL AND RECFiJJJATIOMAL ACTI\TITIES I{ff;PORTED 
AS IIBID AT J1EGUIAR Cll,.SS MEl:;;TIHGS·:z. 
Kind of activity 
Refreshments 
Brief programs 
Entertaining movies 
Box and pie suppers 
Instructors Reporting 
Mumber · Percent 
10 
5 
4 
2 
3:5.7 
35.7 
28.6 
14 • .3 
*Determined on the basis of fourteen schools. Twelve schools did 
not report these activities with class m.eetings. 
KINDS OF SOCIAL .?UID Pi.B:CREATIONAL AC7.'Ill:t'l'IES REPOR'l'ED 
AS HELT.l Ol:J SPECIAL OCCASIONS,it-
Jfinds of activity 
Picnics 
Tours 
Box and pie suppers 
Carnivals 
Athletic events 
Banquet 
Instructors reporting 
Number Percent 
7 liJ. 7 
5 31.2 
5 31.2 
2 12.5 
2 12.5 
2 12.s 
*Determined on the basis of sixteen schools. Ten schools did not 
report activities on special occasions. 
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Kinds of social and recreational activities. Light refreshments serv-
eel to members after educational phase was reported by 71.li percent of 
the instructors and constituted the most common kind of social and recreat-
ional activity. 
Brief prog:r-a111s were reported by five instructors. Four of these stated 
t,hat such programs were performed by members of the class. One instructor 
reported that prograrn.s of thi.s nature v,ere per:f orm.ed by the local N. 11'. A. 
menibers. 
Games were reported by 37 .5 percent of the instructors. Grun.es includ-
ing dominoes, checkers and :pinochle were reported as preferred by members. 
Movies for 1;,1ntertainrnent were reported by fonr teachers .;;.nd box and 
pie suppers T:lere :reported by two. 
Discussions with teachers interviewed indicated that social a.'1d rec-
reational yiere not generally held at every meeting, but were spaced accord-
ing to -wishes of the men1ber s. 
Table L give.s indication of the kinds of social and recreational 
activities held on. special occasions. 
Picnics were reported by 43. 7 percent of the instructors. Instruct-
ors reported that picnics seanted to be preferred by :members when social and 
recreational activities were. held on special occasions. Box suppers and 
tours to interesting places also seemed to be pref erred. Each of these it.e:"llS 
were listed by 31.2 percent of the teachers. 
Carnivals and athletic events 1ve::re reported as being identified with 
young farmer.a. This gives indication that social and recreation::i.l activit-
ies of different nature may need to be provided for youne farmers a.rid adult 
farmers. 
J 
r 
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TABIE LI 
NUMBER OF SOCIAL AND RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES REPORTED 
AS HELD ON SPECIAL OCCASION BY SIXTEEN INSTRUCTORS 
Instructors reporting 
Number held Number Percent 
l 3 18.7 
2 5 31.2 
3 0 0 
4 3 18.7 
5 l 6.J 
6 1 6.3 
1 1 6.3 
8 l 6.)1 
9 0 0 
10 0 0 
ll 0 0 
12 • l 6.J 
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Number of special social and recreational activities. Sixteen instruc-
--- - ---------
tors reported a total of sixty-three social and recreational activities dur-
ing the two years covered by this study. 
The number of such activities held by the various departments ranged 
from one, reported by three instructors; to twelve, reported by one instruc-
tor. This indicates that either the need of social and recreational activ-
ity is greater in certain communities or some instructors put greater em-
phasis on activities of this nature. 
TABIB LII 
01?INI01qs OF 'l'WEN'TY mm INSTRUCTORS AS 'l'O WHY SOCIAL 
AND Il.ECRE:A'I'lOHAL ACTIVITIES ARE DESIRABLE 
Opinions 
Adds interest 
Help to mai..'11.tain at,tenda.nce 
Helps to develop group 
participation 
Serves a real need in that 
such activity is not other-
wise provided 
Teachers :reporting 
number Percent 
13 
8 
8 
61.9 
38.1 
38.1 
38.1 
Desirable features of social and recreational activities. Sixty-one 
and nin.e tenths percent of the instructors thought that social and recre-
ational activities added interest t.o the course. Thirty-one percent re-
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ported that attendance was maintained by such activities. There was a con-
senus of opinion from the instructors interviewed that activities of this 
nature 17e1°e not of sufficient importance to held interest and at ten.dance 
if the needs of the group were not met during the instructional phase of 
the meeting. 
'l'hirty eight and one tenth percent of the instructors reported that 
social and recreational activities were helpful in a,9sis.ting ind.i"liiduals to 
work better with groups. 
It is of part,icula.:c interest that eight instructors reported that soc-
ial .g;nd recreational activities were not otherwise provided. Instructors 
in such areas stated that they i'elt these activities -comprised an important 
function in their adult prograras. 
TABLE LIII 
PROBJ...EI\J.S INDIC;ATED 
SOCIAL A.r!D RECREATIONAL ACTIVITrES 
Problew.s indicated 
Conflicts vdth :religion 
Lack of finance 
Limited time of the instructor 
Lack of adequate facilities in 
school 
Keeping recreational ai:'1.d social 
activities from becoming the 
main feature 
Instructors reporting 
Nu.rnber . Percerrt .. 
h 28.5 
I 28.;5 !;I; 
2 21.4 
2 14.J 
1 7.1 
llO 
Problems in providing social and rec:reational activity. There were a. 
number of reasons why problems existed in providing social and recreational 
activities to adult and young farmers. None of the problems however, were 
listed by ma.ey of the instructors interviewed. This seems to indicate that 
only minor difficulty WltS experienced in providing these activities. 
The more common problems listed were n conflicts vvi th religionn and. 
n].ack of i'inancen. 
Instructors not having sufficient tim.e was reported as a difficulty in 
21.4 percent, of the cases. La.ck of electricity in schools in whieh classes 
were conducted contributed to difficulty in 14.3 percent of the schools. 
It is significai'1t that only one school reported difficulty in keeping 
the social. and recreational activities from dominating the educational 
phase. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purposes of this study were to: 
(1) Determine the nature and scope of adult education programs in 
Negro departments of vocational agriculture in Oklahoma. 
(2) Discover the methods and practices used in organizing the adult 
education programs. 
(3) Discover the methods ani practices used in conducting these 
programs. 
(4) Ascertain the problems and difficulties encountered by the teach-
ers of vocational agriculture in organizing and conducting the 
adult education programs. 
(.S) To make suggestions that I1l8iY" be helpful in improving the adult 
education programs in these departments. 
A study of this nature had not been ma.de of Negro vocational agricul-
ture departments in the State of Oklahoma. The writer wished to make this 
study because it was believed that the ideas presented by the vocational 
agriculture teachers engaged in the work might prove helpful to the teachers, 
supervisors and future teachers in the conduct of a program of adult educ-
ation in agriculture. 
The teachers of vocational agriculture who reported in this study had 
an average ·of 12. 1 years teaching experience and tenure in their present 
department averaged 8.88 years . These facts should tend to strengthen the 
value of opinions given by these teachers. 
A total of ninety-six courses were reported as conducted during the 
period covered by this study, with the nu:m.ber of courses per departra.ent. 
ranging from one to seven for an average of J.69. 
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Miles reported as traveled by each instructor to conduct the gxoup 
meetings during the two years 1~anged from 160 to 2520, with an average oi' 
760 llliles per instructor. 
The total adult enrollment as reported per department showed a varia-
tion of from twenty-one to 133 with an average of )O. 04 for each departw.ent 
each year. 
The number of young farm.ere courses reported as held separate from. 
adult courses were srnall, only seven courses being reported. vuth a to-tal 
enrol11uent in all schools of only ninety-£ our. 
The methods teachers reported a.shaving used to.get farmers interested 
in attending class 1,wre varied, but the method m.ore frequently reported was 
that of personal visitation, 76.5 percent reporting the use of this method, 
while 34.5 percent reported sending cards and letters a.'1d 2,3.l percent, in-
dicated the use of key groups for the purpose of arousing interest. 
Sending cards and letters to notify members of' the first meeting was 
reported by 73.1 percent of the teachers, while 53.8 percent indicated they 
handled the matter main13" through personal visitation. 
Sending cards and letters to notify members of subsequent .meetings was: 
reported by 34.5 percent of the teachers., but J0.8 percent indicated that 
members were not always notified of subsequent :meetings after the .first 
meeting. 
The main difficulty in startir1g a course was reported by 4].. 7 percent 
of the teachers as being that of getting the farmers to realize the value 
of attendance. Part-time employment of members was reported as a diffi-
culty in maintaining attendance by twenty-five percent of the instructors 
and 20. 8 percent indicated the difficul VJ in selecting a t,i:me suitable to 
all me-m~rs. 
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Members were reported by 34.6 percent of the instructors as deter-
mining the frequency and time of meeting. Only 7. 7 percent of the instruc-
tors reported that they exerted influence in making such group decisions. 
The unit.s of instruction were reported determined wholly by members in 
53.6 percent of the departments, by the instruc·tor in J4.6 percent of the 
departments and by the advisory comm.ittee in only ll.6 percent of the depart-
ments. 
Over eighty-four percent of' the instructors reported that the adult 
farmer courses were functioning as an organization, and 88 • .5 percent of 
instructoi's surveyed .favored courses organized and functioning as a unit. 
\Utile 88.5 percent of the instructors holding young farmer courses re-
ported them as functioning as a definite organization; 100 percent were in 
favor of such courses functioning as a unit. 
Advisory committees in connection 1'.rith adult farmer courses were re-
ported as used by 46.1 percent of the instructors, while 71.4 percent re-
ported the use of such groups with young farmer courses. 
In adult farmer courses 58.J percent of the advisory committees were 
reported as selected by the members. Xn young farmer courses., such commit-
tees 1vare reported as selected by the. instructor in 100 percent or the cases. 
The conference procedure as the dominant teaching :method was reported 
659 tim.es or in 43.5 percent of the classes. Demonstrations were reported 
used with frequency of 392 times or in 25.9 percent of the classes. Visual 
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aids were reported of frequent use 168 times, :represerrt~ing 11.,2 percent of' 
the total classes reporting this i·temi. Other .methods reported us used lfi.H3S 
frequently in conducting adult education classes were inform.al rli.scuss:'Lons, 
field trips, lectures, laboratory, tours, field days and panel discussions. 
Fa.rm mamigeffifjnt was reported as the major area. of instruction covered, 
maldng up 21.l percent O·f the courses taught. Of the total courses taught, 
113.8 percent were reported a.s livestock and poult..-y production while 16.6 
percent were named 'current farm problems•. Other areas of instruction as 
listed included, •live at home programs', agricultural enginesring and shop, 
soil and water conservation., crop production and i:11.Provement and pasture 
i..'!rprovement. 
Listed as the major difficulty in the group instruction phase was that 
of part-tib~e employment off the fa:r'1u, with 36.5 percent of the instructors 
reporting this difficulty. A difficulty in getting farmers to participate 
freely in class activities was reported by 31-, percent o.f' the instructors. 
A lack of adequate equipment and facilities was reported as a di£fi-
cuJ:ty by 27 .2 percent of the instructors. Contributing to this difficulty 
may have been the fact that only fifty percent of the instructors reported 
that the adult education classes were listed on the school calendar. In 
such cases the 3Choo1. adrilinistrators nt3i1 not have been familiar with the 
courses to realize the contribution adult education classes can make to-
ward furthering the total school programs in a community. 
Winter was reported as a season of higher attendance by seventy-six, 
percent of the instructors. Spring and fall were reported as seasons of low 
attendance. This might tend to indicate that courses beginning in the late 
fall and winter reach a larger percent of: the members. 
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Bulletins and fa.rm :magazines were reported by 76.6 percent of the in-
structors as the most effective source of reference £or adult ar:id young · 
farmers in their class work., Newspapers we.re reported used in 46.1 percent 
of the departments. None of the instructors reported textbooks were used 
!requont4'" or preferred by farmers. 
More than thirty-four percent of the instruetors reported that farmers, 
in th-eir classes did not tal{e part in any other meetings of an agricultural 
nature. This 1'10uld seem to indicate that t1'..ere is a real need of adult 
education courses in such areas. 
In regard to supervisoiy farm visits, 76., percent of the instructors 
.·~·~- -
reported that such visits were primarily ma.de at the request or the farmer. 
Visits made when the instructor thought the farmer needed assistance was 
reported by 73.1 percent of the teachers. 
Eighty-three percent of the instructors reported making from two to 
five visits to each ind.lvidual.ly e!l!"olled class member. As many as ten 
visits were reported by .:,.8 percent of the instructors, while J.8 percent 
also reported on)Jr one visit or less. 
Sixteen instructors reported that over fifty percent of de~nstrations, 
were conducted on the farms of class members. Fifteen reported less than 
fi.fty percent of field trips were to class members. farms, while sixteen 
instructors indicated thirty percent or less of the farm tours were on the 
.farms of class members. 
over eighty-four percent of the instructors indicated that personal 
service, developing managerial. ability and developing job skills ea.ch made 
up from ten to fifty percent of the time spent on the farms of class members. 
There were indications however, that personal service dominated. the reported 
supervisory visits in that 46 .. 1 percent of the same instructors reported 
tha.t personal service ma.de up from forty-one to fifty percent of' the time 
spent on members farms. 
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The major difficulty encountered in giving individual-on-farm. instruc-
tion was reported by 73. 7 percent of the instructors as beil:-ig the lack of 
time to devote in ma.king as ma.ny supervisoxy visits as they thought neeess-
ID.Y• Excessive travel. necessary to reach :members was also reported as a 
diff'icult,J by 43.4 percent of the instructors. 
The main difficulties in relating group instruction to farm practice 
were listed by instructors as the lack of adequate finance by the inembers, 
prevalence of small scope of farming operations, teachers not having suffi-
cient tim.e to make individual far.u1 studies and the lack .of fa.rm ownership 
by members enrolled in the courses. 
The use of social and recreational activities were reported by 80.8 
percent of the instructors. Of these 66.34 percent reported that activ-
ities of this nature were held in connection wlth class meetings and 33.33 
percent reported such activity on special occasions oru,o 
A majority of the instructors indicated that social and recreational 
activities were not generally held at every meeting, but v1ere determined by 
the wishes of the group .. 
over sixty-one percent of the instructors reported that social and 
recreational activities added interest to the class and 38.1 percent thought 
attendance was helped through such activity. It was generally agreed how-
ever, by t...11e instructors interviewed, that activities of this nature v10uld 
not keep the group interested if the needs of the members were not met dur-
ing the educational phase of the meeting. 
Difficulties. reported in providing social and recreational activities 
were few, but those reported included conflicts with religious groups, lack 
of finance and limited time of the instructor. 
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Conclusions 
This study shows that the Negro teachers of vocational agriculture 
in Oklahoma are , in general, taking an active interest in their programs· 
of adult education in agriculture . However, it also indicates that there 
are certain phases of the program where improvementa could be made . 
Recommendations 
It is suggested that teachers of agriculture make every possible effort 
to make individual visits to farms of potential members before a class is 
started. This not only has the tendency to get the farmer interested in 
attending the courses, but it gives the instructor personal contact that 
will prove valuable in developing a course of study designed to fit the 
needs of individuals making up the class . If it is not possible to make 
such visits immediate~ prior to t he beginning of a course, summer is sug-
gested as offering an excellent opportunity for making farm visits and de-
tailed farm studies facilitating development of courses of study. 
A special meeting, to provide opportunity for members to plan a course 
of study, should be held before a course •officiaLcy""• begins. This prac-
tice will allow the teacher time to make necessary preparation and will 
give the farmers a I preview' of what is to follow. When such special meet-
ings are not possible, the first meeting should be devoted to a discussion 
of the uni ts of instruction desired by the group. It can be generally rec-
ognized that farmers know what they want and need and they should be given 
for the most part every opportunity to make suggestions in regard to the 
course . 
Suggestions relative to the course given by the teacher should be based 
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on observations a.rrl surveys made when introductory visits were made. In 
general, the uni.ts of instruction selected should be of major concern to 
most of' the members. In some cases it '.U'l8iY be necessa..7 for the instructor 
to develop rli thin the members intorost .for information f.'or which they thein.-
selves do not, presently realize · the need. 
A series of closezy ·related topics that will provide for integra:tion 
o! instruction should be developed fo:r each course offered. In addition, 
to be more adequately meet the needs of all of the members, ten or :til'teen 
minutes could be reserved before or after the m.ain part of the meeting for 
discussion of topics which are of concern to only a. few :ra.embers. Small 
groups of .f a.rmers can also oo called together to give such in..,truction in 
which the'IJ are of need., but is of such nature to not be of particular inter-
est to a m.a.jori ty of the members. 
It is .further suggested that a large percent of the cour,ses should. 
begin in the fall of the year and be so plam1ed that instruction vd.11 con-
tinue during a. :major portion of tho year. Courses so planned will give the 
teacher a.."l opportunity to assist f'a.rioors with a {$l'eater nUU1ber of .farm prob-
lems. Courses of shorter duration, to take care of seasonal needs, m~y also 
be suggested. Short intensive courses in fa.rm machinery repair, and food 
preservation are mentioned as examples. 
Efforts should be made to notif1.r members of ~ach meeting.. Sending 
cards and letters has proved one of the ruost effective methods., If the 
course is functioning as an organization, such notification should be the 
duty of the secretary, if not, the teacher should assume the responsibility. 
Attendance is usually better if members have the opportunity to suggest 
the time and frequency of' t.he meetings. Vfuile time and frequency ~ some-
times be directed by the nature of the course, it is recol'ilrnended that every 
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effort bo rn.ad:-s to fit the meetin.gs to the wishes of the group. 
The use of ad-r.risory comm:i:ttees and key groups ·with a.duJ.t and young 
farmer groups are generaJ.~y recommended. Selection of members to serve on 
such cmmnittees sho11ld be given very- c.tteful consideration. It :is usually 
a good pol:l.cy for the school board to shoulder part of the responsibility 
in the selection for advisory co1:nrrittEies. In this respeet Chaffins1 gives 
t-hC;J following suggestion ard m.anageraent of advisory committ.ees. 
An ad.viso1:;v comrrtl.ttec should be chosen by the teacher ai.1el board 
of education • .As to tho individual to choose for an advisory 
com..-rritteeman, consideration should be given to his standing as 
a. citizen in. the com.'llunity. The people in the communit-.1 should 
havf: confidence in h:l.m a."'ld there should b0 a ger.oral feeling 
that he is a good neighbor. It would be ·wise to have :more tha.."1: 
0110 rellgion and :more than one political party :represented 011 
the crnn:nittee. Early in the organiza:tion o:f a.n adviso17 corurn.it-
tee so11t: system of tenure should be devised. In. m.ost cases the 
entire co1mmttee, by the end of the fourth year, should be com-
posed of new members; unlesrs re-elected bdf popular vo't,e of the 
coill.TcdtteeEien and tho boa.,.""'d of education. The cmnnrl.ttee should 
be rather uniform:ly dispersed over the aree. from. Tthich the schools 
dra't·1s its members. 
In com1nu:.'1it,ies where there a.re sufficient nu.'libers of' young fa1'1:00rs, 
separate courses should be organized for them. It is al.so suggested that 
more i11tcrest will be r:1aintained ii' young farmer groups. be planned to 
function as &1 orga.n:iza.tion. 
The effectiveness of the courses rests to a. large degree on the meth-
ods of instruction used. For best results nwthods of instruction should 
be varied and selected so as to best .fit the information and results desired. 
The conference procedure should be the basis of a majority of the 'in class-
room.' meetings. To supplement the conference p:t•ocedure, charts, graphs, 
slide filrn.s and other visual aids should be used. use of the laboratory, 
1Roy Chaffins, ttAdvisory Comndttce for Adult, Educationir, Agricultural 
&ducat:Lon t;:ll.gazine, Volume 22., Uu.:nbor 5, rrovember 1949, P• lo6. 
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field trips, tours and demonstrations should also be used at frequent inter-
vals and as the situation demands . Adults, like children, learn by doing 
and when a reasonable amount of activity is connected with the course, farm-
ers will usual:cy- learn as well as enjoy the course more. 
A summary of each problem or job should. be mimeographed and passed out 
to each member of the class. A bound set of such sunmiaries should also be 
given members at the end of each eourse . Additional copies should be kept 
by the teacher and filed for future reference. 
Supervisory visits should be carefully planned~ be timed,~if possible, 
so that the instructor can be on hand on anticipated crucial times . This 
practice llla.Y allow for more effective teaching and should tend to actual:cy-
reduce visits to the same members; thus saving ti e and travel. Additional 
,} 
saving of time and travel mB3" also be experienced by' exercising careful 
planning of routes in which more than one supervisory visit ma.y be made on 
the same trip. 
In regard to a lack of equipment, teachers will perhaps find}it advan-
tageous to counsel ore with the:lr superintendents and principals in regard 
to the adult programs being carried out as a definite part of the total 
school program. To the extent that school administrators become familiar 
,ti.th the value of the adult programs and the needs necessary to properly 
develop and foster these programs, reasonable requests for equipment ma;y be 
provided. 
Conscientious efforts should be ma.de by the teachers in helping farm-
ers to: (1) secure adequate finance , (2) secure better and larger farms, 
and (3) establish better relationships between the landlords and tenants, 
in their communities. 
Adult education in agriculture, essential as it is, should receive 
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utmost consideration and untiring efforts of all persons interested in 
arrl responsible for the welfare of the farmer • 
. , 
.. 
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ADULT EDUCAT:IOJ'J. SURVEY 
Prep a.red qy Swmlel E. ll'uh:r 
2. Hailing Address 
--------
3. Instructor 
...... --~~~~~~~-
4. Years of E;xperiex1ce 
-----
5. Years in this Dept. 6. Age of Dept. 
7. Number of 'l'eachers ·who have taught in this dept. 
8. Average tenure of teacher __ 9. Ho. all-d~- students -----
10. no .. classes taught per day 
12. Appx·oximate nu.mher of sq. miles in school sorv:ice area 
------
B. Knms OF ADULT EDUCATIO:N WOf{I{ CONDUC'l'ED: 
L, HoYJ rna:ny separate adult farmer classes were held in 1949-501 
2. HOTil ro.a.ny sep.arat.o young farmer classes were held il:1 1949-50? 
1.950-51? • 
3. Gi"'.re the titles of the courses, nlli."lber of mect,ings held and the 
enrollment sex for each course of i'ered •. 
Ti·ble of Courses tJo. Meetings 
4. How nL,my of the courses were held in the 'home 1 school? 
-----
S. How many were held in outlying com;n.unities? 
6. How :frequently did the classes meet in 19}.i.9 .... 50, 
7. UotJ frequently did the class.es meet in 1950-51? 
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8. How man;r months of the year v1as organized instruction provided? 
9. 'What month during the year was each class begun? 1 , 
1949-'50 ·· l9W::•5o 
------' 1949-150 
10. A.re ·wo.nen encouraged to attend meetings? 
--~---------~--------
ll. Tihat special activities are plru.med fOT women? 
------~--~------
12.. A.re the dates of .Adult Education classes incl1..1.ded in the school 
calendar? 
1.3. List other Adult. Educational. activities that :f'ar-illers participate 
in. (Sponsored by other agencies). 
C. ORGANIZ.AT!Oli OF ADULT CL.!ISSES: 
1.. How did you get farmers interested in at tending the class in the 
begin.-ru.ng? 
2. ~mat do you consider the raoat r!j fflcult problems in getting a 
class started? 
3. How are members notil'ied of the first class meeting? 
4. Ho11 are they notified of subsequent meeting? 
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5. How is the frequency of meet~ and -too of dey to met·, deterlllinod? 
6. Is an organization of the class for.med? Evening School 
-----
Young-Farmer 
------
7. Does the organization have a nam.e? • Give Name 
--~- -----------~ 
8. ?Jhat officers are selected for evening school? 
--~-----~~-----
9. Vfuat officers are selected. for Young-Far.1ner classes? 
------
10. Are advisory Committees used in connection with adult education 
classes? 
--~------~~~--~~--~----~----~~----~~~---
11. How is the Advisoey Committee selected? 
12. In your opinion, is forming the class into an organization 
desirable? 
~-----~---------~~~--~--~------~--~~~-----
l3. Give r~asons for your answer. 
14. 'Flhat months during the year is a:ttendan-ce lowest? 
--------
15. What do you contribute this low attendance to? 
16. 'Vi/hat nionths during the year is attendance highest? 
-------
17. \'Jhat do you contribute this good attendance pattern? 
18. Vmch of the following seem to contribute m.o.st in maintaining 
attendance and keeping interest? (Check those most e.ffective.) 
a. Starting and stopping on time 
b. Use oi' informal discussions 
c. Having refreshments 
d. use oi' brief entertaining program 
e. Class tours of class members 
f. Talks by successful farmers 
g. Talks by resource people 
h. Class tours of successi'ul fa:t"'J'm. 
i. I~ncouraging 1·:d.ves to attend. 
J.. Playing organized ga::ir.;;s. 
k. Planning lessons to meet needs of t,l:liD rlleillbers. 
1. Cooperative activities. 
m.. Farm. visits by instructor. 
D. GROUP INS'l'RUCTION: 
1.. How are uni ts of instruction deterrnned? 
2. Do you use lesson plans in connoction with ad-ci.lt and young farmer 
clMses? Yes no 
3. no you use a course of study in connection -v,i.th a.1ult and young 
f a.:t'mE;:,r classes? Yes Ho • 
l-1.. Check the resource personnel that have been used to assist with 
the g;rou,p instruction phase of adult and young :farm.er classes. 
a. County Agent 
---
b. scs c. Farm Security 
----
d. Voe. H.E. 'reacher e. P.M:t1. 
-
f. Home Dem. Agt. 
g. Successful li.,arniers h. Feed, seed dealers, etc. 
i. j. k. 
5. Indicate how often you have had the opportunity to discuss t,ho 
subject, wl th the resource people before they ·were presented to· 
the cla.ss. 
Seldom Often Each time 
6. Do class m.em.bers keep notes? 
no seldom' .. of fun' 
7. Do you pass out sumrn.arics? 
no often 
8. Indicat,e references used filost f1"'0quently by class members. 
Bulletins t!eYrspapers Farm. :Magazines 
---
9. In your opinion TJhich source of inforaation is m.ost effecthre &J.Cl 
more easily understood by class 111.embers? 
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10.. Do farmers vol1..mt..a:dly use the llgr:.'L. Library? 
seldom. frequently 
11. or the courses 
11oro conducted 
5-8 :r:1onths 
held daring the last two years, indica to hmv man;y 
for .a p(triod of 2-l+ weeks , 7-16 'Weeks _....., __ !J 
, 9-12 months • 
~~--- ~~~ 
12a 1,'Jh:Lch length of course <lo you prefer? 
13~ Give reasons for yo1.tr am:rwe:c. 
lli. In caa.e Y,hen tho instruction p:cog;rm1 is carried on du..r·ing the 
major p(;:rtion of the year,, 1'Jl:1at. disposition is made of the class 
periods of critic al work on the fanJ.? 
15'. l:lrobloms have you o:acou"'l'ltered in Ca!T'Jing out the group 
instruction phase of the ad.ult education progr&11? 
E. HT.DIVIDUAL INSTRUC'l:ION: 
1.. Row soon after the start of the class do you visit members', 
----
2.. Hcffi often during t.he conduct of a class do you visit each member? 
Average. 
3. TJh~t i'z,ctors determine when and how often you. visit m.embers? 
4,. Are members visited at other ti,11es du.ring the year? 
5,. Indicate the 1:.:ind of help usually given members on far·m v-l.sits. 
6. .1.s individual instruction closefy asGociated with the gl'OlJJJ 
instruction? 
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7. T:ha.t difficulties do you have in relating individual farm. 
instruction ·with group 'instruction? · 
8.. the.t per cent of the field trips conductsd were on class ma1:1bers 
farms? per cent. 
9. i!,1i:lat par cent of farm tours conducted were on members fa1""111S? 
------- per cent. 
10. I}hat per cent of the dell1onst.ratioma conducted were on members 
fanns? per cent. 
11. What per cent of the farm visits made to class members include 
the follouing kinds of instruction? 
12. 
a.. Personal service b. DeYeloping managerial ability 
------
, c .• Developing job skills 
~--~~,_________ ----........ ..----------------
Do you m.ake use of small g;roups of clu:ss members to get across 
some phase of individual instruction? 
seldom.· 
r:ha.t advantages · or disadvantage~ •g.o you fil?.d vdth the above 
practices? .·~ , 
What di.tf:ic,uties have you encountered in giving individualized 
:i,nstruction t'o ciass members'? 
'.,· 
15 .. Oft.he iruJtruction given, what areas do you feel, hav-:e been the 
most eff.ectiv0 from the standpoint of approved practi.ces e:a.:rried 
out by class members? · 
a.. Soil conservation h. Farm. shop 
b. Feeding .farm a.ni.rn.als i. lA:arketing 
c. Grop iruproveraent j. 
d. Pasture improvell'.ent k. 
e. Home imp:covoment 1. 
f. Livestock disease .a..11.d parasite 
control m. 
g. F'ood preservation n. 
F. !IBCRIT.A'I'ImIAL AND SOC LU., ACTIVITII£S: 
1. Arc recrea:tiomtl actj:vit:Les held at the same mcetil1e; as tho 
educational phase? 
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~~~~~~·-~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~-..~-
2. Are recreational activities held before or afte:r educational 
phase? 
3. 1!,ha:t. is t.he u.sue.1 lentth of tho recreationtl c1ctivit,ias'? 
4. List the recireational and social activities that have been held. 
5. Do you have a.11y meetings 10.rholly derrot,ed to social and recreational 
activities? 
~~~~~~--~~ ....... ~~~~~~ ..... ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
6. How rnany such r.wetings '.have been held during th•a last 2 years'? 
7. Hm, are the kinds of recreational ;:i.ctivities detcrntined? 
8. In your opinion is the includ.in;- of xecrea.tional ax,d social 
activities desirable? 
9. Give reasons for your answer. 
10. 1'iliat problems hatJo you had in provj.;,::J.ing recreational and social 
activities? 
¥.' 
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GHECK LIST 
Methods of Instruction (Supplement to Adult Education Survey, Part D, 
t.Qroup I:nstruction' ) • 
Note: Fill out a separate sheet for each coul.,se taught. 
Title 
1. 
2 • 
., 
;; .. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
1. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
u. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
Give the title of course., list the jobs taught within the course 
and indicate the method or methods used to teach each job. 
of Course: Year Taught 
~~------~--.--- ----~--~----..._ ______ _ 
Jobs Methods of instruction used 
---~ . .---.. 
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